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REDEMPTION 

REDEMPTION 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jesus And The Learned Jew 
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Primordial Adam, 
The Only Begotten Son 

1 John 4:9 

9 IN THIS WAS MANIFESTED THE LOVE OF GOD TOWARD 
US, BECAUSE THAT GOD SENT HIS ONLY BEGOTTEN SON 
INTO THE WORLD, THAT WE MIGHT LIVE THROUGH HIM.  KJV 

 

Jesus Christ, 
The First Begotten of The Dead 

Rev 1:5 

5 AND FROM JESUS CHRIST, WHO IS THE FAITHFUL 
WITNESS, AND THE FIRST BEGOTTEN OF THE DEAD, AND 
THE PRINCE OF THE KINGS OF THE EARTH. UNTO HIM THAT 
LOVED US, AND WASHED US FROM OUR SINS IN HIS OWN 
BLOOD,  KJV 

 
As our doctrine moves closer and closer to the truth the 

Jewish people might believe about the resurrection and about 
who Jesus is, the more we deviate from doctrine the Church will 
tolerate. For example, we now know Jesus is the first mortal man 
to be raised from the dead. Jesus is not the only begotten Son of 
God. Primordial Adam is the only begotten Son of God. 

I preached for years that Jesus is the only begotten Son -- he 
is the only Son of God born from seed and we are all cuttings of 
his life -- but the truth is Primordial Adam is the only Son who 
came into existence from the seed that was carried into the empty 
space by the thin stream of light, an offshoot of the infinite Ein 
Sof. That seed joined with the created elements to form 
Primordial Adam, the only begotten of the Father, and his Name 
is the Lord Jesus Christ.  
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The Lord Jesus Christ is the first begotten of the dead. 
Primordial Adam did not die. Primordial Adam is the only 
begotten of the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ is His Name. 
The Lord Jesus Christ is the Name of Primordial Adam.  

Primordial Adam wears Jesus like a garment so we can relate 
to that Name, to that image. We can relate to the story of the 
manger and to the animals in the manger and to the birth and the 
swaddling clothes. We can relate to that so the Scripture uses 
those images to establish the soul tie through which Jesus’ seed 
travels.  

Jesus is the personality by which Primordial Adam is 
communicating with humanity, the female side of the fallen First 
Adam who died. The Lord Jesus Christ is the Name of 
Primordial Adam. 

Experience Is Truth 

The average person can deal with Jesus, his Name, but their 
mind is too small and unsophisticated to comprehend a thin 
stream of light entering into an empty space in the midst of an 
eternal being. Our mind can deal with it here, in this ministry, 
because we have been in training for years, but the average 
person can only deal with Jesus. They can deal with a human 
being like themselves, who had a spiritual experience (which 
they completely misunderstand), and is now glorified. 

What we, in the Church, do know is what we have 
experienced. I have a relationship with a benevolent Spirit. There 
is nothing you can say to me that will make me disbelieve all the 
experiences I have had with that benevolent Spirit which is inside 
of me. You can say anything, as long as it does not separate me 
from the Spirit inside of me. You can tell me Jesus is not the only 
begotten Son and I am okay with it. You can change doctrinal 
names around, you can change the words around, but you cannot 
take my experience away from me. 
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Beyond The River 

It is not even Jesus inside of me. Christ, his seed is inside of 
me (and he is his seed). Jesus, himself, is in a state of potential 
right now. He is like Utnapishtim of the Gilgamesh Epic. He is 
on the other side of the river that the created soul emanates from 
before it separates into four rivers. 

Gen 2:10 
10 AND A RIVER WENT OUT OF EDEN TO WATER THE 

GARDEN; AND FROM THENCE IT WAS PARTED, AND BECAME 
INTO FOUR HEADS.  KJV 

 

He is in a state of potential with Primordial Adam, the 
Creator, just like Utnapishtim is on the other side of the river 
with a female goddess. There is no place in this world where 
Jesus can rest his head. He is not incarnate – he has no body at 
this time. There is no man who is manifested on his level. Who 
even knows what His level is? Jesus of Nazareth does not exist 
anymore, but the glorified, last Adam, the Lord Jesus Christ, is a 
person in his own right. He is a spiritual man who is not appearing 
in the earth today because he has no body. There is not one mortal 
man who could tolerate his high vibration at this time, so he is in 
potential. Jesus’ hope, and ours, is that Christ, his seed, will 
mature in at least one mortal man to start with and become the 
foundation which will be able to support Jesus’ spiritually 
ascended soul.  

Matt 8:20 
20 AND JESUS SAITH UNTO HIM, THE FOXES HAVE 

HOLES, AND THE BIRDS OF THE AIR HAVE NESTS; BUT THE 
SON OF MAN HATH NOT WHERE TO LAY HIS HEAD.  KJV 

 

Jesus potential for fully expressing himself in this world is 
that mortal man will bear his spiritual child. We, humanity, bring 
forth the spiritual male child who will save us and convert our 
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material body into a house that is sufficient for the Lord Jesus 
Christ to permanently inhabit. 

1 Tim 2:14-15 
14 AND ADAM WAS NOT DECEIVED, BUT THE WOMAN 

BEING DECEIVED WAS IN THE TRANSGRESSION. 
15 NOTWITHSTANDING SHE SHALL BE SAVED IN 

CHILDBEARING, IF THEY CONTINUE IN FAITH AND CHARITY 
AND HOLINESS WITH SOBRIETY.  KJV 

 

Our hope is Christ, the male child of the Lord Jesus Christ, 
will be born within us. That he will rise to meet the Lord Jesus 
Chris in the spiritual dimension of this world and join with him 
and we will become Jesus’ material body in this generation. 

1 Thess 4:17 
17 THEN WE WHICH ARE ALIVE AND REMAIN SHALL BE 

CAUGHT UP TOGETHER WITH THEM IN THE CLOUDS, TO MEET 
THE LORD IN THE AIR: AND SO SHALL WE EVER BE WITH THE 
LORD.  KJV 

Jesus, A Ransom For Humanity 

Jesus is a ransom for humanity. The Lord Jesus Christ is 
being held in a state of potential (without a body) for us. There is 
no one who can understand Him, no one he can have a 
conversation with, no one he can be friends with, on his level. He 
is one of a kind. He has no manifestation and no experience in 
this world because he has no body. He can only talk to us, we 
who have the brains of a mosquito compared to him.  

Hos 13:14 
14 I WILL RANSOM THEM FROM THE POWER OF THE 

GRAVE; I WILL REDEEM THEM FROM DEATH: O DEATH, I WILL 
BE THY PLAGUES; O GRAVE, I WILL BE THY DESTRUCTION: 
REPENTANCE SHALL BE HID FROM MINE EYES.  KJV 
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1 Tim 2:6 
6 WHO GAVE HIMSELF A RANSOM FOR ALL, TO BE 

TESTIFIED IN DUE TIME.  KJV 

 

The glorified Jesus Christ is the source of all provision and 
eternal life for the whole creation, including the evil powers and 
principalities that rule over this world, and possess the physical 
bodies of humanity. 

Jesus is in potential at this time. He is without a body.  

Heb 10:5 
5 WHEREFORE WHEN HE COMETH INTO THE WORLD, HE 

SAITH, SACRIFICE AND OFFERING THOU WOULDEST NOT, BUT 
A BODY HAST THOU PREPARED ME:  KJV 

Col 1:18 
18 AND HE IS THE HEAD OF THE BODY, THE CHURCH: 

WHO IS THE BEGINNING, THE FIRSTBORN FROM THE DEAD; 
THAT IN ALL THINGS HE MIGHT HAVE THE PREEMINENCE.  
KJV 

 

The powers and principalities of this world have, for the past 
2,000 years, prevented Jesus from permanently possessing a 
physical body because Israel, who are to provide bodies for him, 
die when Satan accuses them of sin.  

Zech 3:1-3 
1 AND HE SHEWED ME JOSHUA THE HIGH PRIEST 

STANDING BEFORE THE ANGEL OF THE LORD, AND SATAN 
STANDING AT HIS RIGHT HAND TO RESIST HIM. 

2 AND THE LORD SAID UNTO SATAN, THE LORD 
REBUKE THEE, O SATAN; EVEN THE LORD THAT HATH 
CHOSEN JERUSALEM REBUKE THEE: IS NOT THIS A BRAND 
PLUCKED OUT OF THE FIRE? 

3 NOW JOSHUA WAS CLOTHED WITH FILTHY 
GARMENTS, AND STOOD BEFORE THE ANGEL.  KJV 
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The powers and principalities have no enduring physical 
bodies either. 

The ransom exchange is Jesus pays the powers and 
principalities with his eternal life and Jesus receives the use of 
the physical bodies of humanity. 

Zech 3:4, 9 
4 AND HE ANSWERED AND SPAKE UNTO THOSE THAT 

STOOD BEFORE HIM, SAYING, TAKE AWAY THE FILTHY 
GARMENTS FROM HIM. AND UNTO HIM HE SAID, BEHOLD, I 
HAVE CAUSED THINE INIQUITY TO PASS FROM THEE, AND I 
WILL CLOTHE THEE WITH CHANGE OF RAIMENT. 

9 FOR BEHOLD THE STONE THAT I HAVE LAID BEFORE 
JOSHUA; UPON ONE STONE SHALL BE SEVEN EYES: BEHOLD, I 
WILL ENGRAVE THE GRAVING THEREOF, SAITH THE LORD OF 
HOSTS, AND I WILL REMOVE THE INIQUITY OF THAT LAND IN 
ONE DAY.  KJV 

 

Jesus pays the ransom of eternal life to humanity and 
humanity gives the use of their bodies to Jesus. The people the 
powers and principalities reside in must confess their sins, repent 
and change their way for eternal life to endure because sin kills 
eternal life. 

Ez 18:20 
20 THE SOUL THAT SINNETH, IT SHALL DIE. THE SON 

SHALL NOT BEAR THE INIQUITY OF THE FATHER, NEITHER 
SHALL THE FATHER BEAR THE INIQUITY OF THE SON: THE 
RIGHTEOUSNESS OF THE RIGHTEOUS SHALL BE UPON HIM, 
AND THE WICKEDNESS OF THE WICKED SHALL BE UPON HIM.  
KJV 

 

A poverty-stricken family who needs help is a good 
example. Let us say at least one of the children, if he were 
educated, had the potential to rise above the poverty level and 
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take the whole family up with him. The answer would be to send 
the children to school. That seems to be the best way to help them 
because the parents, alone, could not rise above the poverty level. 
That is exactly what we are talking about here.  

Humanity has no way to rise above death without the life of 
the Lord Jesus Christ, and sin kills life. Jesus will be in a 
disembodied state of potential until humanity is purged from sin. 

Are you shocked to hear there is no expression of Jesus in 
the earth today? He is in potential, on the other side of the river 
with Primordial Adam, just like Utnapishtim (but in a parallel 
universe). Is that not strange? How interesting! In the epic poem 
of Gilgamesh, Utnapishtim is a criminal, but he is just a 
character in a parable. Look at the spiritual principle:  

There is a man who was born mortal, who a god made 
immortal, and then exiled, with his spiritual wife, in a state of 
potential, to an unknown, unnamed land that exists at the mouth 
of the river which souls emanate from. Can you hear that both 
Jesus and Utnapishtim are experiencing the same spiritual 
principle without being upset that I am comparing the condition 
of the Lord Jesus Christ to condition of one of the characters of 
the epic poem Gilgamesh, called Utnapishtim? I am not saying 
they are the same person. I am comparing their conditions. How 
interesting. How very interesting! 

Simeon Ransomed 

Jesus is in potential. He disappeared. He is ransomed, just 
like Joseph took Simeon as a ransom after the brothers went to 
Egypt looking for food during the famine. They did not know the 
viceroy who controlled all the food was Joseph, the brother they 
betrayed. They did not recognize him. Joseph put their money 
back in their sacks multiple times so he could accuse them of 
theft and demand they either bring Benjamin, their youngest 
brother, to Egypt. Then, Joseph held Simeon as a ransom until 
they brought Benjamin, because Jacob did not want to release 
Benjamin. 
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As Jesus’ seed matures in us we are supposed to be 
developing a mind which is capable of understanding Truth. The 
problem is the Church does not want to go on. They are very 
satisfied with what they believe. They do not want to learn 
something new which they cannot control, which they cannot 
command, which does not exalt themselves.  

The people in the Church today do not want to release 
Benjamin, the male child of the Lord Jesus Christ. They are 
happy with the Holy Ghost. They do not want the man child. 
Many do not even believe there is a man child. They do not want 
to study or be serious. They only want the Holy Ghost. They want 
to dance, to minister to people, to tell people what to do. They 
want to be the smart ones. They do not want to release Israel’s 
youngest child.  

So Joseph kept Simeon. He bound him and put him in prison 
and Simeon disappeared from view.  

Jesus disappeared from view also, but he said he would 
return. The Church is waiting for a full-grown, adult man who 
looks like Jesus (except nobody knows what Jesus looks like) to 
come back. They expect a man to appear and say he is the same 
Jesus of Nazareth who went away, but there is not one person on 
the face of the earth today who knows what he looks like. Even 
if someone who knew him two thousand years ago were here, 
Jesus looked so different after the resurrection that only John 
could recognize him by spiritual discernment. 

Jn 21:7 
7 THEREFORE THAT DISCIPLE WHOM JESUS LOVED 

SAITH UNTO PETER, IT IS THE LORD. NOW WHEN SIMON 
PETER HEARD THAT IT WAS THE LORD, HE GIRT HIS FISHER'S 
COAT UNTO HIM, (FOR HE WAS NAKED,) AND DID CAST 
HIMSELF INTO THE SEA.  KJV 
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Lk 24:30-31 
30 AND IT CAME TO PASS, AS HE SAT AT MEAT WITH 

THEM, HE TOOK BREAD, AND BLESSED IT, AND BRAKE, AND 
GAVE TO THEM. 

31 AND THEIR EYES WERE OPENED, AND THEY KNEW 
HIM; AND HE VANISHED OUT OF THEIR SIGHT.  KJV 

 

Jesus will return only when the Church produces Benjamin, 
Israel’s youngest child. Benjamin will appear as the male 
offspring of the female side of the First Adam, which is fallen 
humanity. The Lord Jesus Christ will be manifested in a physical 
body at some time in the future, when at least one person, to start 
with, produces his male offspring. 

Jesus is in the realm of potential. He has no body. He has no 
form. He is in potential at the mouth of the river, which is the 
soul realm. He has not entered the visible world as a man since 
he departed. He is a consciousness, a spiritual man who has no 
body to appear in. He will appear in Benjamin when he is born 
and, at that time, the Church, which is being held captive until 
the ransom is paid, will be released from sin and death. 

Isa 25:8 
8 HE WILL SWALLOW UP DEATH IN VICTORY; AND 

THE LORD GOD WILL WIPE AWAY TEARS FROM OFF ALL 
FACES; AND THE REBUKE OF HIS PEOPLE SHALL HE TAKE 
AWAY FROM OFF ALL THE EARTH: FOR THE LORD HATH 
SPOKEN IT.  KJV 

1 Cor 15:54-57 
54 SO WHEN THIS CORRUPTIBLE SHALL HAVE PUT ON 

INCORRUPTION, AND THIS MORTAL SHALL HAVE PUT ON 
IMMORTALITY, THEN SHALL BE BROUGHT TO PASS THE 
SAYING THAT IS WRITTEN, DEATH IS SWALLOWED UP IN 
VICTORY. 

55 O DEATH, WHERE IS THY STING? O GRAVE, WHERE IS 
THY VICTORY? 
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56 THE STING OF DEATH IS SIN; AND THE STRENGTH OF 
SIN IS THE LAW. 

57 BUT THANKS BE TO GOD, WHICH GIVETH US THE 
VICTORY THROUGH OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST.  KJV  

1 Cor 15:54-56 – AT 

54a So, when [the material body that is [decaying, is 
clothed with [a spiritual garment that provides] unending 
existence, and the mortal [soul that is dying] is clothed with [a 
spiritual garment that] prevents death, then, that which is 
written in the wisdom [of God], shall come to pass,  

That, [the time shall come, when life] shall triumphantly 
swallow up death, [which shall cease to exist].  

55 Where is [Satan, the Queen of] Hades, who 
[empowers] death to triumph [over life by] goading [mortal 
men to sin]? 

56 [Satan, the unconscious part of the carnal mind of 
the fallen First Adam, is] the goad [that tempts mortal man] to 
sin, [which results in] death, [because]  

 The Law [of Jehovah’s Righteous Sowing & 
Reaping Judgment], empowers [Satan, the unconscious part of 
the carnal mind of the fallen First Adam, to punish] the 
sin[ner]. (ATB) 

Js 1:15 
15 THEN WHEN LUST HATH CONCEIVED, IT BRINGETH 

FORTH SIN: AND SIN, WHEN IT IS FINISHED, BRINGETH FORTH 
DEATH.  KJV 

The Mother & Child 

The spiritual principle of the ransom is the root of the 
concept of the mother and child we see all through antiquity and 
paganism. There is no sign of the Father, and the Catholic 
Church, among other, pagan religions, keeps Jesus as an infant 
under the power of the mother. Where is the Father? He is 
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ransomed, exiled to an unknown land of disembodied potential 
at the mouth of the river all souls emanate from. 

When Benjamin, the man child is born, he will not be an 
infant. He will be the manifestation of the mature Lord Jesus 
Christ in the earth. The male child who is coming forth in the 
Church will be the manifestation of the Mother (the Shekinah), 
the Son (Christ Jesus), and the Father (the Spirit of the mature 
Jesus Christ, who planted the seed that has birthed Benjamin). 
The consciousness of all three will be revealed through a single 
person. The Father (the glorified Jesus Christ) and the Son (Christ 
Jesus) are one and the Shekinah is a part of the glorified Jesus 
Christ. 

Jn 10:30 
30 I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.  KJV 

1 Jn 2:23 
23 WHOSOEVER DENIETH THE SON, THE SAME HATH 

NOT THE FATHER: (BUT) HE THAT ACKNOWLEDGETH THE 
SON HATH THE FATHER ALSO.  KJV 

 

The statues of the female holding the infant are wrong. The 
Scripture says, A little child shall lead them,  

Isa 11:6 
6 THE WOLF ALSO SHALL DWELL WITH THE LAMB, AND 

THE LEOPARD SHALL LIE DOWN WITH THE KID; AND THE CALF 
AND THE YOUNG LION AND THE FATLING TOGETHER; AND A 
LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM.  KJV 

…but the child is a spiritual child who possesses the wisdom 
of the world above. He is wiser and more powerful than all of 
mortal humanity. 

The Lord Jesus Christ, the Father who planted the seed, and 
his Son, Christ Jesus, who grew out of the seed, will inhabit the 
human being who bears the spiritual child. The spiritual married 
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couple will be the Father (the bridegroom) and Christ Jesus, the 
Son who is born from the personality that has repented and 
offered her soul life and physical body to the Lord Jesus Christ. 

The Host Is Not Destroyed 

The great mystery is that when that male child is born, the 
host is not destroyed. In all the science fiction movies, the host is 
destroyed when the monster emerges out of their chest. We have 
also had some insight into American Indian traditions recently 
where a monster, like a werewolf for example, overtakes the soul 
of a person and destroys the body by turning it into a giant. The 
person is never seen again until the giant dies and the person is 
found dead in its original form. 

The male child of the Lord Jesus Christ is coming forth as 
the new man of the person who bears him. He is appearing as a 
renewed mind and a new, righteous nature which changes the 
external person into an accurate representation of Christ Jesus, 
the new man on the inside.  

2 Cor 4:16 
16 FOR WHICH CAUSE WE FAINT NOT; BUT THOUGH OUR 

OUTWARD MAN PERISH, YET THE INWARD MAN IS RENEWED 
DAY BY DAY.  KJV 

 

Humanity is the womb which is producing the male child, 
which is the body of the Lord Jesus Christ who has not appeared 
for 2,000 years, because there is no body pure enough to sustain 
his holy presence.  

The body being prepared for Jesus is being born within us 
and is us. Benjamin, who represents Christ Jesus, is our new inner 
man. We are the body that is being prepared for him, but we are 
not his body yet. We are being changed from the inside out. His 
seed is in us, but we are still filled with sin. Do you have Christ 
Jesus, the son of the Lord Jesus Christ in you? The Lord Jesus 
Christ, who is beyond genius, who is righteousness, complete 
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righteousness, who can claim that? Who is a peacemaker that can 
bring the most violent person into a state of peace? Who can do 
that?  

Jesus is not here. His influence is here. His Spirit is here. His 
seed is here, but neither he nor Christ Jesus, his full-grown son, 
is here. Why is he not here? He does not have a body which can 
sustain his holy presence to appear in. We would die if his full 
presence abided in us because we are all filled with sin. We are 
formed upon the foundation of sin, which dwells in the 
unconscious part of our mind. 

Ps 51:5 
5 BEHOLD, I WAS SHAPEN IN INIQUITY; AND IN SIN DID 

MY MOTHER CONCEIVE ME.  KJV 

 

Jesus is our new, sinless foundation, but we still sin because 
our old, sinful foundation is still alive and well.  

1 Cor 3:11 
11 FOR OTHER FOUNDATION CAN NO MAN LAY THAN 

THAT IS LAID, WHICH IS JESUS CHRIST.  KJV
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My Testimony 

Jewish or Christian 

I come from a secular Jewish family. We were never 
religious at all, and I always wondered who I was. Later on, I 
wondered why the anointing on me was so completely different 
than the anointing on other people in the Church.  

I recently attended a local synagogue for about five or six 
years. I attended the Bible classes and mixed with the people. 
When I go to the synagogue, I say I am Jewish because I am 
Jewish. My ethnicity is Ashkenazi Jew. That is what I am. 

There was an anointing at the beginning, when I first went 
there. But now there is a very, very, very mild anointing in that 
synagogue. I believe it is there because, wherever their head 
might be, they do sing praises to Jehovah. Their whole three-hour 
service is singing praises to Jehovah so there is a response from 
above. But it is very, very mild.  

My head is always filled with questions. One day I compared 
the two anointings, the one in the synagogue to the one in the 
Church. They are as different as day and night. How could I 
compare these two anointings? At one point, I was sort of getting 
into the synagogue life, since it is my heritage, and I wondered if 
I were forced to choose, which anointing would it be?  

This may sound strange to you, but I maintain I have a 
firsthand experience with God and a firsthand experience with 
the religion of the Learned Jews, the Jews who actually practice 
Judaism. In other words, my opinion of the religion of the 
Learned Jews comes from my personal experience with some of 
them, while most Christians merely reiterate the opinion of their 
teachers.  

My opinion comes from a pristine position, which means I 
did not have any preconceived opinion at all about that religion 
or the anointing in any synagogue. I formed my opinion based 
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upon a blank slate and that is really hard to do. I went to a few 
services, but I never went every week, regularly. I still go on the 
Jewish holidays. I took classes at the synagogue and I became 
involved in their community. 

I started from the ground floor. The experience I had in that 
synagogue was not of someone with a Christian mindset. I started 
with no opinion. I do not know how I do what I do, but I went in 
there with a blank slate to see what God would teach me. I think 
that is the point. My motive for going was to see what God would 
teach me.  

I did not have any strong Church opinion. I was not raised in 
the Church and most of my studies were in the Old Testament so 
I did not go with any prejudice or with any strong opinions. I just 
went. God sent me and I went. I mixed with the people. I met the 
rabbi. I experienced their holidays. I saw how they worshipped 
and experienced their community. I enjoyed myself. 

I have been encouraging people for years to go wherever 
God sends you. To mix with the people and enjoy yourself. The 
Lord told me this years ago. Mix with the people you meet, on 
their level. Do not go with a mindset of ministry, saying, What 
am I to do? What am I to say? What am I doing here?  

Paul said he became all things to all men. We should mix 
without an agenda and remain open to whatever God will teach 
us or have you to do. Go, meet them on their level, learn whatever 
God has to teach you, reject everything that is wrong and grow 
from the experience. That is very good advice and that is what I 
did, although it was no effort for me. It is just who I am. I cannot 
explain it to you any better than that. 

I went there with a clean slate, wanting to experience and to 
learn whatever the Lord would have for me there. I listened to 
what the rabbi and the people had to say. I experienced five, six, 
seven years of taking classes, fellowshipping with the people and 
interacting with the rabbi. In addition, when I was very young, I 
had a one-year year experience of classes and synagogue service 
attendance. 
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If it sounds strange to you, that one day I thought, If I were 
forced to choose, which anointing I would prefer? If I have 
offended you with that question, you need to rebuke your pride, 
because I am so happy I went to that synagogue. I am so happy I 
did not automatically know which anointing was preferable 
because I was influenced by the opinions in the Church. I simply 
asked myself, from a position of no influence, and completely 
without prejudice, If I was forced to choose, which anointing 
would I prefer?  

It just so happens I came to the same conclusion Paul came 
to, but not because I am not walking around with Paul’s opinion 
engraved on my forehead. I came to a conclusion that is mine, a 
conclusion that nobody can take away from me, because it grew 
out of my own personal experience. It is my own opinion I 
arrived at through my personal experiences.  

My opinion is mine. It is not Paul’s opinion. I concluded the 
New Covenant is a better covenant.  

Heb 8:7-12 
7 FOR IF THAT FIRST COVENANT HAD BEEN FAULTLESS, 

THEN SHOULD NO PLACE HAVE BEEN SOUGHT FOR THE 
SECOND. 

8 FOR FINDING FAULT WITH THEM, HE SAITH, BEHOLD, 
THE DAYS COME, SAITH THE LORD, WHEN I WILL MAKE A 
NEW COVENANT WITH THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL AND WITH 
THE HOUSE OF JUDAH: 

9 NOT ACCORDING TO THE COVENANT THAT I MADE 
WITH THEIR FATHERS IN THE DAY WHEN I TOOK THEM BY THE 
HAND TO LEAD THEM OUT OF THE LAND OF EGYPT; BECAUSE 
THEY CONTINUED NOT IN MY COVENANT, AND I REGARDED 
THEM NOT, SAITH THE LORD. 

10 FOR THIS IS THE COVENANT THAT I WILL MAKE WITH 
THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL AFTER THOSE DAYS, SAITH THE LORD; 
I WILL PUT MY LAWS INTO THEIR MIND, AND WRITE THEM IN 
THEIR HEARTS: AND I WILL BE TO THEM A GOD, AND THEY 
SHALL BE TO ME A PEOPLE: 
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11 AND THEY SHALL NOT TEACH EVERY MAN HIS 
NEIGHBOUR, AND EVERY MAN HIS BROTHER, SAYING, KNOW 
THE LORD: FOR ALL SHALL KNOW ME, FROM THE LEAST TO 
THE GREATEST. 

12 FOR I WILL BE MERCIFUL TO THEIR 
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS, AND THEIR SINS AND THEIR INIQUITIES 
WILL I REMEMBER NO MORE.  KJV 

 

The Old Covenant is good, but the New Covenant is a better 
covenant. I read in the Psalms this morning, in the New Living 
Translation, that God does not want burnt offerings. Burnt 
offerings are not His desire. Burnt offerings were a necessity 
because the Hebrew children fell down into idolatry in the 
wilderness. The Lord wants a personal relationship with us. He 
wants His laws and His desires written in our heart. He wants us 
to desire what he desires.  

The Law is only for people whose hearts are still hard. The 
law is for someone whose heart has not yet discovered for 
himself, in the way I have just described to you, that everything 
God says is preferable to every other opinion in the universe -- 
that it is better for you, that you will be happier and that you will 
prosper, if you listen and obey his Words. His opinion is the best, 
but he wants us to discover it for ourselves.  

That is what happened to me in the synagogue. I came to that 
conclusion at a time when I was really involved with the 
community there and the experience was pleasurable for me. I 
came to the conclusion at a time when I was enjoying both 
communities, that the Christian community is preferable.  

I am not talking about being under the Law with the Jews. I 
am talking about the community life and the anointing on their 
holidays and the whole lifestyle they live. When I first went there, 
I would say, I am a Jewish Christian. Today, I would still say 
that because I need to maintain a foundation for communication 
with the Jewish people, who are my ethnic brethren. I am, 
ethnically, an Ashkenazi Jew. But, today, I am also a Christian. 
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Several Jews in the synagogue told me I cannot be a Jewish 
Christian and I asked, Why not? I was born Jewish. That is my 
ethnicity. But today, I think they are right. I am Christian. I have 
matured. I have experienced the Old Testament life (to whatever 
degree I experienced it, since I was never under the Law) and I 
have chosen the Christian life. Nobody can tell you, if you are of 
a Jewish background, that you are not Jewish. You have to 
discover it for yourself. I am Christian.  

I believe Christianity grew out of Judaism, but we are just 
playing with words. You can call me a Christian or you can call 
me a mature Jew or an evolved Jew. It does not matter which 
words you use. I, in my own soul, have matured from the 
anointing and the community and the way of life of practical 
Judaism into the Church. You can call the Church advanced 
Judaism if you like, but no Jew will do that. 

The truth is I have had a spiritual experience with Jesus and 
I have decided I prefer, based upon the Spirit of God within me, 
the Christian life. I would prefer it even more, however, if there 
were more Christians who were interested in esoteric doctrine. 
That is the one thing you cannot take away from the Jews. Their 
mindset, being exposed to the way their teachers look at the 
Scripture and deal with it, has changed my entire life and is still 
changing it. I hope, eventually, to see my experience come alive 
in the Church. 

As far as how we live, our relationship with the Lord, our 
services compared to their services. I am not knocking their 
services, or their community, which offers an excellent life 
experience. I believe the Christian life is much better, because the 
emphasis is on the Word of God, which I love, and on spiritual 
music that glorifies God. Christian emphasis is on the Spirit. 
Jewish emphasis is on the ritualistic reading of the Scriptures and 
orchestrated prayers written in a book. They read their whole 
service and they read so fast that I do not know how the words 
could mean anything to them.  

I have come to my own conclusion that, as Paul says, the 
spiritual life in Christ Jesus is a better way.  
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Jn 4:24 
24 GOD IS A SPIRIT: AND THEY THAT WORSHIP HIM MUST 

WORSHIP HIM IN SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH.  KJV 

 

Now I can go to a Jew and tell him what I have experienced 
from my own heart, not by giving him a tract which says that 
Jesus fulfilled all prophesies about Messiah in Isaiah 42. I am not 
knocking Christian ministries that preach Isaiah 42 to the Jewish 
population. I am telling you there is a better way and my personal 
experience is the same experience I believe Paul had. I have 
discovered for myself that God has done a new thing and that it 
is highly preferable. 

Isa 43:19 
19 BEHOLD, I WILL DO A NEW THING; NOW IT SHALL 

SPRING FORTH; SHALL YE NOT KNOW IT? I WILL EVEN MAKE 
A WAY IN THE WILDERNESS, AND RIVERS IN THE DESERT.  
KJV 

 

So, if Jesus is a better way, why do the Jews resist going on 
to something that is of God that is preferable to their present 
experience? Well, Sheila, they do not believe it is of God. But I 
think that even if they knew it was of God, most of them they 
would not change.  

Isaiah 42 

Christian Missionaries 

There are Jewish Christian ministries that mix their Judaism 
with their Christianity. I am not saying it is right or wrong. I am 
just saying this practice exists. They wear prayer shawls and skull 
caps and carry Torah scrolls through the congregation during 
their services so they really are Jewish Christian. I am not a 
Jewish Christian. My ethnicity is Ashkenazi Jewish, but I am 
Christian. I serve the Lord Jesus Christ and I am convinced his 
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way, the way he taught the Jews who believed in him, is superior 
to Jewish Tradition. 

The Sabbath 
There is nothing wrong with the behavior of the Jewish 

Christians, but I do not see any benefit from walking around the 
church carrying the Torah or wearing a prayer shawl or a skullcap 
or observing the (Saturday) carnal Sabbath, rather than the 
spiritual one. Why do they do that? The spiritual reality of the 
Sabbath is it is the union of the two worlds, the world above with 
the world below. Whether you are joined to the higher world by 
Jewish or Christian ritual or by another spiritual experience, 
Christian or Jewish services that do not join you to the higher 
world are not even a Sabbath. What are you satisfying by doing 
these things? What, in your own heart, are you satisfying? You 
are not satisfying God. How does ritual without spirituality 
satisfy God?  

The Sabbath is a spiritual experience that celebrates the 
union of God and man. There is nothing we can teach him. He 
wants to give himself to us. The true Sabbath is communion with 
the Lord, the communion of God and His people. The Sabbath is 
the Spirit of God expressing itself through us. He wants to speak 
to us and through us. He wants to reveal his Spirit through us. 
That is what he wants. What does the sacrifice of bulls and goats 
and wearing prayer shawls and carrying a handwritten scroll 
around have to do with it?  

What is it within yourself that are you satisfying with ritual? 
Both Christian and Jewish rituals are idolatry. They are nothing 
less than idolatry. You are satisfying yourself, your own egos, 
with ritualistic activities. The reality of the Sabbath is a 
relationship with the Spirit of God, which means he rules and we 
submit, he expresses himself through us and we are silent unless 
it is his mouth speaking through us. Both Christians and Jews 
will not give up their rules, rituals or pagan holidays or the little 
things that make them feel good and self-righteous, the behaviors 
that make it possible for them to say, I did that, so I am 
righteous. It is all the sin of pride. 
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Jewish Doctrine Is Superior 

I attended a conference in Manhattan a few years ago which 
was hosted by a Jewish Christian organization that purchased a 
building right in the middle of the ultraorthodox section of 
Brooklyn. They have big signs on their building and on rented 
billboards in the area saying something like The Messiah is here, 
Isaiah 42. But, now, after experiencing the Learned community 
firsthand and after checking out Isaiah 42, with their mindset, I 
can assuredly say your billboards and signs will never, in my 
humble opinion, ever convince Learned Jews who are sold out to 
their religion. Never, never, never. The only exception might be 
a Learned Jew who is already, in his heart, departing from that 
community.  

The subjective interpretation of a Scripture which says Jesus 
opened blind eyes or Jesus enlightened the gentiles, will never 
convince a learned Jew who holds a completely different opinion 
as to the meaning of that Scripture!  

The doctrine of the Jews is so far advanced beyond Church 
doctrine that they laugh at us. They really do. Sometimes they 
laugh at us kindly, as one would laugh at a child and sometimes 
not so kindly, but they do laugh at us because Church doctrine is 
so simplistic compared to the intellectual doctrine of the rabbis. 

Jn 9:34 
34 THEY ANSWERED AND SAID UNTO HIM, THOU WAST 

ALTOGETHER BORN IN SINS, AND DOST THOU TEACH US? AND 
THEY CAST HIM OUT.  KJV 

 

To say Jesus fulfilled the prophecies of Messiah in Isaiah 42 
is subjective. They would tell you, What you are saying is 
wrong. The prophet did not mean that. You say he fulfilled those 
Scriptures, but I do not believe he did. How can you prove to me 
Jesus fulfilled that Scripture when you do not even understand 
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what they mean? That is what you say, that Jesus fulfilled that 
Scripture. You say he rose from the dead, but I do not believe 
Jesus rose from the dead.  

Saying Jesus fulfilled Isaiah 42 might convince a secular 
Jew, but it will never convince a learned Jewish man. You have 
to show it to them through the Torah, on their level. The Church 
in its present state will never, ever convince the learned Jewish 
community. Never, never. 

I have known several rabbis for 10 years, and I have been 
waiting for five years for them to call me to a counsel. They have 
my Alternate Translation of the Old Testament and they have 
my incredible book, Daniel, Chapter 11. I am waiting for them 
to call me in to question me, but they have not done it yet. They 
look at me; I see them looking at me. Sometimes I go to one of 
their events and there are rabbis there who I do not see all the 
time, but they know me. I see them looking at me. I am waiting 
for them, but they do not talk to me. I am not sure what they are 
thinking, but I am waiting for them to ask me, How can you say 
that? What are you talking about? Why do you say that?  

Their resistance is this: Either  

(1) They do not want Jesus to be Messiah because he is not 
a recognized Torah scholar;  

(2) They do not want my doctrine to be true because they 
have their own opinion as to what Messiah will do when he gets 
here, 

(3) They do not believe Jesus did what I say he did, or  

(4) They do not believe it is prophesied that Messiah will do 
what I say he did when he gets here. 

The Jewish Mindset 
The Lord focused me in the Old Testament more than the 

New Testament for years, because, I believe, the New Testament 
can only be accurately understood when viewed through a 
knowledge of the Old Testament. I only teach the New Testament 
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when I can explain it from the vantage point of the Old Testament 
or Kabbalah.  

There are many preachers who preach strictly out of the New 
Testament, who are more equipped than I am to enumerate all of 
the Scriptures Jesus has fulfilled. For example, Christian 
missionaries say, Jesus fulfilled Isaiah 42. I have studied the Old 
Testament on my own more than I have studied Church doctrine 
so I would not know, offhand, that Jesus fulfilled the prophesies 
of Messiah in Isaiah 42. As a matter of fact, I would have to look 
up Isaiah 42 to remember that those Scriptures, which I am 
definitely familiar with, are associated with Chapter 42.  

I looked up Isaiah 42 because I am told that Jesus fulfilled 
every prophecy about Messiah in Isaiah 42. Remember, most 
Christians would be familiar with those Scriptures, but, offhand, 
I did not recall, specifically, what Isaiah 42 said. When I looked 
at Isaiah 42, my Christian mindset, I remembered that Jesus, 
indeed, satisfied those prophesies about Messiah. But, when I 
looked at them with my intense Jewish mindset, I realized that it 
is a matter of opinion whether or not Jesus fulfilled them. For 
example, the Jews acknowledge that Jesus opened blind eyes and 
cast out demons (Is.42:7), but they do not believe he did it by the 
power of the God of the Bible.  

Matt 12:24 
24 BUT WHEN THE PHARISEES HEARD IT, THEY SAID, 

THIS FELLOW DOTH NOT CAST OUT DEVILS, BUT BY 
BEELZEBUB THE PRINCE OF THE DEVILS.  KJV 

 

Neither do they accept that the rebuke of Is 42:19 could be 
for rejecting Jesus as Messiah, because as recorded above, they 
have been taught that he had an unclean spirit.  

It may be obvious to the Christian mind that Isaiah 42 
identifies Jesus as Messiah because of the works that he did, but 
the analytical Jewish mind sees it differently.  
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The challenge is not to convince the learned Jew that Jesus 
is Messiah because he performed miracles, or because the 
Gentiles have accepted him as Messiah. They know that he did 
that, and they are not impressed!  

The challenge is to convince them that Jesus is the Son of 
God!  

And how do we do that? 

Only God can convince a learned Jew that Jesus is the Son 
of God, or Messiah, the Christ, because God’s anointed must be 
spiritually discerned. 

Matt 16:16-17 

16 AND SIMON PETER ANSWERED AND SAID, THOU ART 
THE CHRIST, THE SON OF THE LIVING GOD. 

17 AND JESUS ANSWERED AND SAID UNTO HIM, 
BLESSED ART THOU, SIMON BARJONA: FOR FLESH AND 
BLOOD HATH NOT REVEALED IT UNTO THEE, BUT MY FATHER 
WHICH IS IN HEAVEN.  KJV 

1 Cor 3:7 

7 SO THEN NEITHER IS HE THAT PLANTETH ANY THING, 
NEITHER HE THAT WATERETH; BUT GOD THAT GIVETH THE 
INCREASE.  KJV 

 

The seed that is planted is the Word of God on their own 
level, through their own esoteric literature, in the writing style of 
Kabbalah.  

The Water is the Witness of the Spirit, which only God can 
give. 

The King of Nations 
I had a memory this morning of a book called, The Old Man 

and the Sea I used to read when I had time to study Kabbalah 
(maybe someday I will have time again). It is an unfinished work 
that addresses a Scripture in the Old Testament where Jehovah is 
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called the King of Nations. How can the King of Israel, a called 
out nation, be the King of All Nations? 

 

Jer 10:7 
7 WHO WOULD NOT FEAR THEE, O KING OF NATIONS? 

FOR TO THEE DOTH IT APPERTAIN: FORASMUCH AS AMONG 
ALL THE WISE MEN OF THE NATIONS, AND IN ALL THEIR 
KINGDOMS, THERE IS NONE LIKE UNTO THEE.  KJV 

 

Israel is a separated nation. Why would the Scripture say he 
that is the King of Nations? The rabbis explain it by saying that 
Jehovah is, indeed, King of nations, but that the nations do not 
recognize him, so they lose their privilege of Jehovah being their 
king.  

The answer is, of course, that the true Messiah is indeed, 
the King of All Nations. The Kabbalists’ explanation does not 
violate their superior position in relation to the rest of humanity. 
They justify that Scripture, saying, Jehovah is the King of 
Nations, without compromising Israel’s superiority in relation to 
the rest of humanity. 

But the answer is that it is right there in their own literature, 
and in our literature, that Messiah is the King of the world; that 
he is everybody’s Messiah. They know their own psalms — that 
he does not desire sacrifices. He desires a personal relationship 
with us. They know all of that.  

Error In Church Doctrine 
These are the scholars who make a whole teaching out of one 

little verse, that Phineas received the covenant of peace or that 
Reuben found a mandrake. These are the scholars who find the 
most incredible revelation and it is true. I look it up and I find 
they have a good point in what they are saying. They know some 
of what is said about Jesus is true, but they will never accept the 
virgin birth, for example, because is not true! They reject 
anything that may possibly be true because they believe a little 
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leaven spoils the whole lump. In any event, they do not want 
Jesus to be Messiah because they want to maintain their superior 
position in relation to the rest of humanity. 

The Eyes Of Their Understanding 
Well, then, what will convince them? The doctrinal maturity 

of the rabbis demands a message on their own intellectual level, 
which is the Doctrine of Christ-Centered Kabbalah. In my 
humble opinion, the only thing that might convince a learned Jew 
is the Doctrine of Christ-Centered Kabbalah, the actual root 
message of Redemption, as it appears in their own esoteric 
literature.  

I believe it is their only hope of maturing into the spiritual 
knowledge of God that is available through the Christ Jesus. 
When the Spirit of God opens their eyes to the Truth in the 
writings of their own rabbis, they will believe. They have to see 
it in the Kabbalah and they have to see Kabbalah revealed the 
Truth they already know in the New Testament. They have to 
hear someone say, This is what Paul was really saying or This 
is really what happened to Jesus or No, Jesus is not God. He is 
the garment of Primordial Adam. They might listen to that. But, 
even then, unless and until the Spirit of the Lord opens their eyes 
…… 

The Gaon of Vilna 
The Gaon of Vilna (the “Gra”) says Messiah ben Joseph 

must die, yet is still alive. Where is this Jesus? The Gra also 
teaches that Messiah will gather all Israelites to the land 
designated in Scripture, but Jesus has not done that. Messiah ben 
Joseph will also reveal the Doctrine of Redemption when he 
appears. Can you explain the Doctrine of Redemption? The Gra 
says the Mediator is Moses. Who is this Jesus? Why would God 
choose him? 
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A Superior Position 

The Jews were supposed to convert the world. They are 
supposed to teach the world about Jehovah and how to worship 
Jehovah, but at least those of the Learned leadership today want 
to maintain their superior position. There is much more involved 
here than convincing them through the Scripture that Jesus is 
Messiah because, even if they knew it was true, they still would 
not want him. 

They are trying to go back to the days of Solomon. For the 
Jew, all of the promises are fulfilled in the natural. They do not 
want Jesus. They do not want a man of peace. They do not want 
a man who would submit to the crucifixion without even trying 
to defend Himself. They want a warrior Messiah, they believe the 
Scripture gives them a superior position over the rest of humanity 
and they are to rule the world. I was shocked to find out the 
average Jew does not know anything about this, 

They are doing the same thing that many missionaries 
(mostly from Britain and the United States) did at the height of 
the missionary era. They were supposed to bring Christianity to 
the indigenous people of other countries in the world and raise 
them up to the standard of Europe or America, but we did not do 
that. We did it halfway. We introduced them to Christianity, but 
some missionaries made themselves superior to the indigenous 
people. Some even took their land and became very wealthy. 

Human Nature 
Do you know what happened when they first brought price 

scanners into the supermarkets? For those of you who have no 
remembrance of a supermarket without a scanner, let me tell you, 
supermarket scanners are a relatively new thing -- except when 
for those of you who are only in your 20s and you have never 
heard of it before. Years ago, there were no scanners in the 
supermarket. They used to mark every product manually and the 
cash registers were manual. The cashier had to punch each key 
by hand.  
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When they first put scanners in the supermarkets, there was 
a scare about the food being tainted when a piece of fruit or the 
vegetable was passed over the scanner. Someone said to the 
manager, we can get sick from that radiation and expected the 
supermarket to stop scanning fresh fruits and vegetables, but 
instead, the management covered up the information so that 
nobody knew about it and kept right on scanning live food. That 
is what fallen human nature does.  

Fear 
The Jewish people are just natural men like we are. When 

they hear Jesus really is Messiah, they think, But if I believe 
Jesus is Messiah, I will not be a superior person anymore. The 
gentile nations will be equal to us, and then they will destroy us. 
The people with witchcraft in the world will overtake us and 
destroy us. Fear, fear. They will not let go of their position. 
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ROMANS, CHAPTER 11 

King James Version (KJV) 
 
 
 
Rom 11:1-6 

1 I say then, Hath God cast away his people? God forbid. 
For I also am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, of the tribe 
of Benjamin. 

2 God hath not cast away his people which he foreknew. 
Wot ye not what the scripture saith of Elias? how he maketh 
intercession to God against Israel, saying, 

3 Lord, they have killed thy prophets, and digged down 
thine altars; and I am left alone, and they seek my life. 

4 But what saith the answer of God unto him? I have 
reserved to myself seven thousand men, who have not bowed 
the knee to the image of Baal. 

5 Even so then at this present time also there is a remnant 
according to the election of grace. 

6 And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise 
grace is no more grace. But if it be of works, then is it no 
more grace: otherwise work is no more work.  KJV 
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ROMANS, CHAPTER 11 

 
Alternate, Amplified Translation (ATB)  

 

 

11.01 [What should] I say, then? Has God cast away his 
people? God forbid! I, also, am an Israelite, of the seed of 
Abraham, of the Tribe of Benjamin. 

11.02 God has not cast away his people, which he knew 
before1 [they incarnated as the Nation of Israel]. 

 Look at Elijah [for an example]. What does the Scripture 
say about how he communicated with God [to complain] against 
Israel, saying: 

11.03 “Master, they have destroyed your altars and killed 
[all of] your prophets, except for me, and they are plotting to take 
my life [also];” and 

11.04 What was God’s response? “I have reserved seven 
thousand males for myself2 who have not submitted to the [pagan 
god], Baal;” and, 

11. 05 Accordingly, there is certainly, at this time, a 
remnant that was elected [to attain eternal life] when the Divine 

                                                           
1 Jehovah knew the souls that incarnated as National Israel from their 
inception. Many of these same souls are reincarnated in the Ashkenazi 
Jews today. 
2 How do we explain this discrepancy? Elijah says that all the physical 
males of Israel were corrupted, but Jehovah responds, saying that there 
are seven thousand faithful Israelite souls that are not incarnate. 
Jehovah counts souls, not material bodies. 
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Nature of the Shekinah3 Influenced the emotions of their heart 
[to do the work that leads to eternal life,R because] 

R Matt 7:13-14 
11.06 [When] the Divine Nature of the Shekinah 

influences [the emotions of your heart] to work, it  is no longer 
work, [because, if it is work], the influence of the Divine Nature 
of the Shekinah would no longer be the Influence of the Divine 
Nature of the Shekinah;  

  But it is not the Divine Nature of the Shekinah for 
you to be out of work, since it is neither work, or not work, if you 
are not working.R 

R 2 Thess 3:10 

11.07  So, the [Israelites that] the Shekinah elected4 have 
obtained [eternal life through Christ Jesus, which is what] Israel 
is looking for, and the rest were blinded, R 

R 2 Cor 4:4 
11.08 According to that [which] is written,  

God has given [National Israel] a spirit of 
lethargy,R and they are in a state of almost 
unconscious oblivion, [so that] their eyes cannot 
see [what God is doing, and] their ears cannot 
hear [what God is saying], unto this very day, 
and 

R  Isa 29:10 
Acts 28:26-27 

                                                           
3 The Spirit of Divine Grace (Heb 10:29), is the influence of the Divine 
Nature upon God’s people, through positive emotions that incline them 
to do the works of God (Jn 9:3).  
4 The Israelites that responded to the influence, or the call, of the 
Shekinah, are the ones who were elected. 
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11.09 David said, R  

Let their wealth tempt them [to engage in 
destructive behavior], and let them be snared 
[by that destructive behavior] as a reward for 
hunting [God’s people] as a prey,5 and   

R Ps 69:22-23 
 11.10  

Let their eyes be darkened [until they are] 
ignorant of [God’s] morality, and may their 
reproductive parts always be [attracted to 
spiritually] low [acts].R 

R Ps 69:22-23 
 11.11 Am I saying, then, [that National Israel] failed to 
overcome [their pride because God wanted them] to fall down 
[from their spiritually high place]? No! Not at all! But, rather that, 
they sinned when [they allowed Leviathan], their other [prideful] 
self, [to influence them] to side-step [preaching] salvation to the 
Gentiles, [because they feared that they] would compete [with] 
them [to be God’s chosen people]. 

                                                           
5 EZ 13:18  - Alternate Translation   

 And say, thus says Adonay Jehovah, woe to the spiritual 
widows that try [to overturn their judgment of] separation 
from God, and repair [their relationship with him through 
behavior that appears to be approved by] the right hand of 
God,  
 [While] they complete [themselves] by sewing magical 
bands to the knuckles of [their left hand, and] make head 
coverings [to identify themselves as Jehovah’s 
representatives, so that] they can hunt down the souls [of 
God’s] widowed people [to make them their disciples];  
 But, they flatter themselves, [thinking that] they have life, 
[because] the Serpent hunts their widowed souls in the world 
of souls. (ATB) 
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 11.12a  Now, if [Leviathan], their other self, influenced 
them to side-step [preaching salvation to the Gentiles about]  

   (1)  The abundance of the world [of the one who 
rose from the dead], and  

  (2)  The deterioration of the abundance [of the 
existing world of] the Gentiles, 

. . . how much more 

11.12b Will [Leviathan], their other self, [influence 
them]R1 to side-step preaching to the Gentiles about] their 
completion?R-2 

R-1 Rom 7:5 
R-2 Col 2:10 

11.13a Nevertheless, I am telling you [that National 
Israel does not have to be concerned about the spiritual strength 
of] the Gentiles, [because Israel’s spiritual strength] is much 
greater; and  

 That is why I AM Adonay6 [has made me] his 
ambassador to the Gentiles, to render my services to them [as a 
preacher of the message of Goodness by the Destruction of the 
Sin Nature],  

11.14a So that, somehow, by the flesh [of Christ Jesus, 
the spiritual male organ of the Lord Jesus Christ within me], 
coming near to them,  

11.13b [I AM Adonay might] increase [into them], and 

11.14b Stir up the spirit of the Gentiles, so that I might 
save some of them,  

                                                           
6 I Am is the Name of God linked to the Keter, and Adonay is the Name 
of God linked to Malchut. The significance of I Am is that it carries 
the DNA of Ancient Adam, and the Name Adonay indicates that the 
unity (I AM and Adonay) is speaking through a man. 
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11.15 Because, if [Jehovah’s] rejection of the Jews 
resulted in the restoration [of the Gentiles] to the correct moral 
order, what shall the admission of [the Jews into the Kingdom of 
God] be, but the resurrection of the [primordial kings7 that] died? 

11.16 Moreover, if [the Shekinah], the root of the Holy 
[One,8 that formed Adam], the first [man],R-1 sanctified the whole 
mass of [earthen] humanity by sacrificing [Jesus,9 the Second 
                                                           
7 [This Fn is a continuation of Fn #12.] This Elohim is also called the 
Ancient of Days (Dan 7: 9,13,22), or Ancient Adam, or the Holy One, 
and these Branches are also called, kings, because they are the seeds, 
the Sons of Elohim, or the Sons of God, that Elohim, the Creator, 
prepared before they appeared in the visible earth (Gen 2:5). These 
kings are spiritual royalty and were made to be the source of God’s 
provision for the rest for creation. They are spiritual entities that 
incarnate in the earth as men with supernatural power. They are all 
saviours, but there will be one great savior, the promised Messiah, who 
will save God’s people from their sins. 

  Zech 3:8 
8 Hear now, O Joshua the high priest, 
thou, and thy fellows that sit before 
thee: for they are men wondered at: 
for, behold, I will bring forth my 
servant the BRANCH. KJV 

 Kabbalah calls the men wondered at, Messiah ben Joseph, 
and my servant the BRANCH, Messiah ben David. (See, also, Notes 
8, 13.) 
8 The Holy One is Ancient Adam, the Tree of Life. The Shekinah is his 
root that attaches him to the higher worlds, and the Primordial Kings 
are the branches that are his lower part. The Shekinah and the kings 
are, collectively, called Elohim. Ancient Adam is Elohim, with its 
lower extremity ensconced in the earthen creature that they created in 
Genesis 1. (See, also, Notes7, 13.) 
9 The Shekinah gave Jesus to humanity as a source of eternal life. At 
this present time, however, Jesus is being held as a ransom until fallen 
humanity, beginning with the Israel of God (the Christians and the 
Learned Jews) awaken to the reality of their fallen condition and ask 
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Adam, R-2 then the Shekinah, the same root of], the Holy [One 
that formed the First Adam and sacrificed the Second Adam], 
also [sanctified National Israel], the branchesR-3 of [the Tree of 
Life] that broke off [because they were not convinced of how 
important it was to believe the truth about their sin nature]; R-4 

R-1 1 Cor 15:48 
R-2 1 Cor 15:48 

R-3 Zech 3:8 
R-4 Jn 8:32 

11.17 Also, if [National Israel were the branches of] a 
cultivated olive tree, and some of their branches were broken off, 
and [some of the branches of  the Church],10 a wild olive tree11 

                                                           
Jesus to remove their sin nature. (See, Part 1, Jesus, A Ransom For 
Humanity, p4.) 
10 The Church of the Lord Jesus Christ (Matt 16:18). 
11 Wild olive tree is a translation of Strong’s #65, a word derived from 
Strong’s #E1636 which means, olive tree, and Strong’s 66. Mr. Strong 
says that #66 in his Lexicon can be is translated, fierce, and that word 
is, indeed, translated raging, in Jude 13.  
 The wild olive tree is the young Christ who is born from seed, 
and has to grow up to the height of Adam in National Israel. This young 
Christ is not completely separate, but is grafted to the existing, violent, 
angry nature of the fallen First Adam. Therefore, the Scripture says that 
the branches of this wild olive tree were grafted to a nature that was 
contrary to it. James elaborates further, calling Christians a double 
minded man (Js 1:8) 
 Adam was a cultivated olive tree in National Israel where he 
was fully regenerated to the point that Israel were a supernatural 
people. National Israel received a new, righteous nature at the foot of 
Mt. Sinai that was separate and distinct from their fallen nature. There 
was no mixture in Righteous Adam. If Israel had only chosen to follow 
after him they would have attained eternal life. 
 The New Covenant requires Christ to be separated from the sin 
nature before he can lead us to eternal life. 
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[were grafted in amongst the remaining branches of National 
Israel, and, eventually, both the branches of National Israel, the 
cultivated  olive tree,12 and the branches of the Church, the wild 
olive tree], became co-partakers of [the Shekinah], the root [of 
the olive tree], and [of Jesus], the oiliness of the olive tree that 
came into existence [in this age], 

11.18 In that event, [it would not be appropriate for 
National Israel], the branches [of the cultivated olive tree] that 
were broken off, to exalt themselves against [the Church, the 
branches of the wild olive tree that were grafted in];  

 But, if [National Israel should be so inclined] to 
exalt themselves [over the Church, they should remember that the 
branches of the Tree of Life] do not support [the Shekinah], the 
root [of the Tree of Life], but, [on the contrary,  

 The Shekinah], the root [of Ancient Adam, the Holy One, 
who formed the worlds],13 is the source of [conscious existence 
for both the Jewish and the Christian branches of his Tree]. 

11.19 So, [National Israel], the branches [of the Tree of 
Life, the cultivated olive tree] that were broken off, shall appear 

                                                           
12 The cultivated olive tree is the Tree of Life, which is a spiritual entity 
that consists of two parts: 1) The Root and 2) The Branches. The Root 
is the Shekinah, the creative hand of the One True God, and the 
Branches are her many-membered Son, mysteriously called, these, in 
the Zohar. The two, together, the Mother and the Son, are called, 
Elohim, (a plural word), the Creator of Genesis 1. [This Fn is 
continued as Fn #7.] 
13 Ancient (Primordial) Adam is formed from the Shekinah, who 
exists in two phases: The high extremity of heaven, and the low 
extremity of heaven, called, kings. (The Soncino Zohar, Bereshith, 
Section 1, Page 1b.) The higher Shekinah appeared as a pillar of fire to 
Israel in the Wilderness (Ex 13:21), and these primordial kings appear 
in the earth as powerful men with ruling authority. (See, Christ-
Centered Kabbalah Message #910 – Part 3, The Voice of the Turtle 
Dove.) (See, also, (See, Verse 15, and Notes 1, 11, 7 , 8, 14.) 
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again, because I AM shall [rescue them from their earthen grave, 
and] graft them back in; 

11.20 But, honestly, [National Israel, the branches of the 
Tree of Life] were broken off [because] 

  (1)  They did not believe [how important it is to 
be convinced of the truth about their sin nature, and]  

  (2)  They did not highly esteem the mind [of God 
that revealed that Truth to them]; 

  But, you, [the Church], are standing [because] you 
exercised the high mind [of God that] convinced you of the moral 
imperative [that requires you to face] the Truth [about your sin 
nature, and predisposed you to be in awe of [God,] and to revere 
him;  

11.21 So, if God was not lenient with [National Israel], 
the branches [of the Tree of Life that] he cast down, neither will 
he be lenient with [the Christians who think that they are in right-
standing with him, for any reason other than faith in Jesus Christ]. 

11.22 Therefore, [if Christians are to avoid being cast 
down like National Israel was cast down], they should understand 
why God is kind [towards some people], and severe [towards 
others]: 

   [God is] severe towards  

  [The people who] depart from [the high mind of 
God, and are not in awe of him, and do not revere him, and are 
not convinced of how important it is to believe the truth about 
their sin nature], but  

  God is kind towards [the people who exercise the 
high mind of God that convinces them of the moral imperative 
that requires them to face the Truth about their sin nature, and 
predisposes them to be in awe of God, and to revere him . . . 

  If they continue [to abide] in his morally excellent 
mind; 
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  [But, if they do not continue to abide in his 
morally excellent mind], they will be cut off also; 

11.23 So, [National Israel, the branches that were cut 
off the Tree of Life] that continue in disbelief [to this day], will 
be grafted in also,  

 Unless they continue to [disesteem the high mind 
of God that reveals the Truth about their sin nature], because  

 God is able to graft them in again, 

11.24 Because, [National Israel], these14 branches [of the 
Tree of Life that were] cast downR [by the Law, have more of a 
reason to hope] to be grafted into the cultivated olive tree [than 
Christians do, because] the nature of [National Israel] comes 
from the cultivated olive tree, itself; but [the Christian nature] is 
a cutting from an uncultivated olive tree, [that] is grafted [to 
them], contrary to their own nature, 15 and 

R Rev 4:10 

11.25 This is [the reason] why I do not want you to be in 
denial [about] this mystery, brethren, [that]  

 The hearts of the [female] side of [National] Israel, 
[who are still under the Law], were [spiritually] blinded, because 
[they were not convinced of the moral excellence of the mind of 
God, but, rather, chose to believe] the wisdom of their own 
[carnal mind;R  

R Rom 7:25, 8:7 

                                                           
14 The word, these, is a specific reference to the esoteric principle of 
the primordial kings. (See, also, Verse 15, and Notes  1, 11, 7 ,Error! 
Bookmark not defined..)  
15 The Nation of Israel was born at Mt. Sinai when the primordial kings 
incarnated in the Hebrew children, as they stood at the foot of Mt. Sinai. 
(See, Verse 15, and Notes 1, 11, 7 , 14.) 
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 Nevertheless, National Israel] shall be satisfied in 
the end time [also, when the man, Christ Jesus],R enters into the 
multitude,  

R 1 Tim 2:5 

11.27 Because, [at that time], when I take away their 
sins, [in accordance with] the CovenantR [that I made with their 
Fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob], they shall come near to [me 
by] themselves, and 

R Acts 3:25, 7:8 

11.26 This is how all Israel shall be saved, according to 
the way it is written [in prophecy]:   

  A Deliverer shall come out of Zion, [and]  
He shall turn Jacob away from preferring 

the wisdom of his own [carnal] mind, which 
disrespects the mind of God R [because] it 
reveals the truth about their sin nature. 

R 1 Cor 2:16 

11.28 [But, for now, National Israel, the branches of the 
Tree of Life that] were cast down [by the Law, are] enemies of 
the gospel, because [the Church does not have the spiritual 
strength to convince them of the Truth [about their sin nature;  

  Nevertheless], the [National Israelites who] prefer 
[God=s merciful kindness above the Law], are joined to the 
Father through [his] beloved R [Son, the Lord Jesus Christ]. 

R Matt 3:17, 12:5 
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Verses 1-6 
 

ROMANS, CHAPTER 11 
King James Version (KJV) 

 
 

 
Rom 11:1-6 

1 I say then, Hath God cast away his people? God forbid. 
For I also am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, of the tribe 
of Benjamin. 

2 God hath not cast away his people which he foreknew. 
Wot ye not what the scripture saith of Elias? how he maketh 
intercession to God against Israel, saying, 

3 Lord, they have killed thy prophets, and digged down 
thine altars; and I am left alone, and they seek my life. 

4 But what saith the answer of God unto him? I have 
reserved to myself seven thousand men, who have not bowed 
the knee to the image of Baal. 

5 Even so then at this present time also there is a remnant 
according to the election of grace. 

6 And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise 
grace is no more grace. But if it be of works, then is it no 
more grace: otherwise work is no more work.  KJV 
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Verse 7 
 

Rom 11:7 
7 What then? Israel hath not obtained that which he 

seeketh for; but the election hath obtained it, and the rest were 
blinded  KJV 

 
 
Rom 11:7 AT 
What, then, Israel has not obtained what he craves (seeketh 
for), but the election has obtained, and the rest were blinded. 
 
 
 
Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS 

 

Rom 11:7 AT 
What, then, Israel has not obtained what he craves, but the 
election has obtained [spiritual experiences through the 
Spirit of God], and the rest were blinded. 
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Verses 8-10 
 

Rom 11:8-10 
8 (According as it is written, God hath given them the 

spirit of slumber, eyes that they should not see, and ears that 
they should not hear;) unto this day. 

9 And David saith, Let their table be made a snare, and a 
trap, and a stumbling block, and a recompence unto them: 

10 Let their eyes be darkened, that they may not see, and 
bow down their back alway.  KJV 
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Verse 11 
 

Rom 11:11 
11 I say then, Have they stumbled that they should fall? 

God forbid: but rather through their fall salvation is come 
unto the Gentiles, for to provoke them to jealousy.  KJV 

 
 

Work Up 
11,  I am saying, then, absolutely not (God forbid-3361) failed 
(stumbled-4417) so that (that) they should come down [from their 
high mind] to come into existence (God forbid-1096) on the 
contrary (but) ("rather" not in the Greek) their other self (through 
their) side-stepped (fall-3900) salvation; ("is come" not in the 
Greek) Gentiles; to stimulate to come alongside (provoke to 
jealousy); them 

 
11,  I am saying, then, absolutely not failed so that they should 
come down [from their high mind] to come into existence on the 
their other self side-stepped salvation Gentiles to stimulate to 
come alongside them 

 

 

Rom 11:11 AT 
I am saying, then, [that the Jews have] absolutely not failed 
so that they should come down [from their high mind so that 
Christ] would come into existence [within] them; on the 
contrary, [Leviathan], their other self, side-stepped 
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[preaching] salvation to the Gentiles [because it] would have 
stirred up [the spirit of] the [Gentiles, who would, then], 
compete [with] them, 

 

 
PASTOR’S COMMENTS: The Jews did not have 
faith in the Word of God, that they would remain 
the elders, and that a descendant of David would 
always be on the throne. 

 
This same spirit is in the church and in the 5-fold 
ministry today. Sometimes pastors, or other 
ministry will not help, or actually hinder anointed 
members of their congregation because they are 
afraid they will lose their position, or members of 
their congregation 

 

 

 

Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  

 
Rom 11:11 AT 
I am saying, then, [that Israel has] absolutely not failed so 
that they should come down [from their high mind so that 
Christ] would come into existence [within] them; on the 
contrary, [Leviathan], their other self, side-stepped 
[preaching] salvation to the Gentiles [because it] would have 
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stirred up [the spirit of] the [Gentiles, who would, then], 
compete [with] them. 
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Verse 12 
 

Rom 11:12 
12 Now if the fall of them be the riches of the world, and 

the diminishing of them the riches of the Gentiles; how much 
more their fulness?  KJV 

 

 

Work-Up 
12, Now, if [Leviathan], their other self (of them) caused them 
to side-step (fall=3900) [preaching salvation to the Gentiles 
about] the abundance of the world [of the one who rose from 
the dead] and the deterioration [of their present world] 
abundance (riches) Gentiles how much more their completion 
 
12, Now, if [Leviathan], their other self caused them to side-step 
[preaching salvation to the Gentiles about] the abundance of the 
world [of the one who rose from the dead] and the deterioration 
[of their present world] abundance Gentiles how much more their 
completion 
 
 
Rom 11:12 AT 
Now, if [Leviathan], their other self, caused them to side-step 
[preaching salvation to the Gentiles about] the abundance of 
the world [of the one who rose from the dead] and the 
deterioration of the abundance [of the existing world of] the 
Gentiles, how much more [will Leviathan, their other self, 
side-step preaching to the Gentiles about] their completion? 
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Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 
Rom 11:12 & 15 AT Interspersed 
12a, Now, if [Leviathan], their other self, moved them to side-
step [preaching salvation to the Gentiles about] the 
abundance of the world [of the one who rose from the dead] 
and the deterioration of the abundance [of the existing world 
of] the Gentiles, how much more  
 
15, If it=s true [that Leviathan, their] other self, [caused] them 
to reject exchanging [their spiritual] world [for the world of 
the one] who rose from the dead, [and is, thus, able] to admit 
[them to] life, 
 
12b, [Will Leviathan, their other self, [move them] to side-
step preaching to the Gentiles about] their completion? 
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Verse 13 
 

Rom 11:13 
13 For I speak to you Gentiles, inasmuch as I am the 

apostle of the Gentiles, I magnify mine office:  KJV 
 
 
Work-Up 
13, Moreover (for) I am telling you (speak) you the Gentiles over 
and above (inasmuch as=1909; 3745) surely/indeed (not 
translated) then/therefore/consequently (not translated) I AM (I 
am) Adonai (I) of the Gentiles; ambassador (apostle) aid/render 
service (office) mine; to render or esteem glorious/magnify 
(magnify) 
 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENTS: The Phrase I, even I, 
in the Hebrew signifies two of the names of God.  
 
I have read in the Kabbalistic literature that these 
two grades are Binah (Jehovah) and Malkhut 
(Adonai), but verse 13 indicates that Paul used the 
two names I AM and Adonai. 
 
Accordingly, we see that Paul has made a 
powerful statement. By using these two Names, 
Paul is declaring that Malkhut/Adonai, the Name 
of God that abides within mankind, can now have 
a relationship with I AM, the Name of God 
associated with the Keter, as well as, Jehovah, the 
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Name of God associated with Binah 
(understanding). 
 
The Keter is the Sefirah associated with the 
compassion and absolute mercy of God. 
 
 

13, Moreover I am telling you the Gentiles over and above 
surely/indeed then/therefore/consequently I AM [and] the 
Adonai of the Gentiles; ambassador aid/render service mine to 
render [service]magnify 
 
 
Rom 11:13 AT 
Moreover, I am telling you [that] your [spiritual strength] is 
over and above [that of] the Gentiles, and that is why I AM 
[and] Adonai [have made me] their ambassador to the 
Gentiles, to render my services [as a preacher, so that I AM 
and Adonai may be] increased [in the earth]. 
 
 
Witness: 
 
Gen 6:17 

17 And, behold, I, even I, do bring a flood of waters upon 
the earth, to destroy all flesh, wherein is the breath of life, 
from under heaven; and every thing that is in the earth shall 
die.  KJV 
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1 Ki 18:22 
22 Then said Elijah unto the people, I, even I only, remain 

a prophet of the LORD; but Baal's prophets are four hundred 
and fifty men.  KJV 

 
 
 

Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS 
 
Rom 11:13 
Nevertheless, I am telling you [that] your [spiritual strength] 
is over and above [that of] the Gentiles, and that is why I AM 
[and] Adonai [have made me] their ambassador, to render 
my services to the Gentiles [as a preacher of the message of 
goodness by the destruction of the sin nature, so that I AM 
and Adonai may be] increased [in the earth], 
 

 
 
Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  

 
Rom 11:13 AT 

Nevertheless, I am telling you [that Israel doesn=t have to be 
concerned about the spiritual strength of] the Gentiles, 
[because Israel=s spiritual strength] is much greater; and that 
is why I AM [and] Adonai [have made me] their ambassador, 
to render my services to the Gentiles [as a preacher of the 
message of AGoodness by the Destruction of the Sin Nature,@ 
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so that I AM and Adonai may be] increased [in mortal 
humanity], 
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Verse 14 

 

Rom 11:14 
14 If by any means I may provoke to emulation them 

which are my flesh, and might save some of them.  KJV 
 

 
Work Up 
14, if somehow (by any means) i may stimulate alongside/stir up 
the desire to come near [the Gentiles] (provoke to emulation) 
("them which are" not in Hebrew) my flesh . . .  
 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENTS: The Hebrew word 
translated flesh can also be translated pudenda or, 
male organ. 

 
 
. . . and might save some out of them 
 
14, if somehow I may stimulate alongside/stir up the desire to 
come near [the Gentiles] (provoke to emulation) ("them which 
are" not in Hebrew) my [spiritual] male organ and might save 
some out of them 
 
 
Rom 11:14 AT 
If, somehow, coming near to [Christ Jesus], the flesh [of the 
spiritual male organ of the Lord Jesus within me], might stir 
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up the spirit of the Gentiles, so that I might save some of 
them. 
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Verse 15 

 

Rom 11:15 
15 For if the casting away of them be the reconciling of 

the world, what shall the receiving of them be, but life from 
the dead?  KJV 

 

 

Work-Up 
If assuredly (for) [Leviathan], their other self (of them) [caused] 
them to reject (casting away) exchanging (reconciling their] 
world [for the world of the one] who (what) admits (receiving) 
(of them be" not in greek) [them to] the life, of the one who rose 
from the dead 

 
15, If assuredly [Leviathan], their other self [caused] them to 
reject exchanging [their] world [for the world of the one] who 
admits [them to] the life, of the one who rose from the dead 

 

 

Rom 11:15 AT 
If it’s true [that Leviathan, their] other self, [caused] them to 
reject exchanging [their spiritual] world [for the world of the 
one] who rose from the dead [and is, thus, able] to admit 
[them to] life. 
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Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:12 & 15 AT – Interspersed 
Now, if [Leviathan], their other self, moved them to side-step 
[preaching salvation to the Gentiles about] the abundance of 
the world [of the one who rose from the dead] and the 
deterioration of the abundance [of the existing world of] the 
Gentiles, how much more  
 
15, If it=s true [that Leviathan, their] other self, [caused] them 
to reject exchanging [their spiritual] world [for the world of 
the one] who rose from the dead, [and is, thus, able] to admit 
[them to] life, 
 
12b, [Will Leviathan, their other self, [move them] to side-
step preaching to the Gentiles about] their completion?
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Verse 16 

 

Rom 11:16 
16 For if the firstfruit be holy, the lump is also holy: and 

if the root be holy, so are the branches.  KJV 
 
 
Work Up 
16, Moreover if the sacrifice of the first fruit (first fruit) holy and 
the lump also holy, if the root ("be." not in the Greek) holy also 
(so) ("are" not in the Greek) the branches that are broken off 

 
16, Moreover if the sacrifice of the first fruit holy and the lump 
also holy, if the root holy also the branches that are broken off 

 

 

Rom 11:16 AT 
Moreover, if the sacrifice of the holy first fruits sanctifies the 
lump [of figs that it is separated from], then, the root of the 
Holy [One, who is Tree of Life], also [sanctifies] the branches 
that are broken off [of the Tree of Life], 
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Witness: 
 
2 Ki 20:7 

7 And Isaiah said, Take a lump of figs. And they took and 
laid it on the boil, and he recovered.  KJV 

 
 
 

Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:16  
Moreover, if the sacrifice of the first fruits sanctifies the lump 
[of figs that it is separated from and makes it] holy, then, the 
root of the Holy [One, who is Tree of Life], also [sanctifies] 
the branches that are broken off [of the Tree of Life], 
 
 
 
Updated in Part 3 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  

 
Rom 11:16 AT 
Moreover, if [Jesus], the first [born of] the Holy [One] to 
sacrifice [Leviathan, sanctifies] the whole [earthen] mass of 
humanity, [and especially those who are destined to be bread 
for the nations], then, the root of the Holy [One] also 
[sanctifies] the branches that are broken off [because the 
branches that broke off fell into and were swallowed up by 
Adam’s earthen part], 
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Witness: 
 
Rom 9:21 

21 Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump 
to make one vessel unto honour, and another unto dishonour?  
KJV 

 
 
1 Cor 5:7-8 

7 Purge out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new 
lump, as ye are unleavened. For even Christ our passover is 
sacrificed for us: 

8 Therefore let us keep the feast, not with old leaven, neither 
with the leaven of malice and wickedness; but with the 
unleavened bread of sincerity and truth.  KJV 

 

 

Work-up - 1 Cor 5:8 
Therefore, let us observe the feast [of Passover] without sin (not 
with leaven=sin), neither by (with) [ritual, which way of 
observance is now] antiquated (old) [because] it does not deal 
with the leaven of malice and wickedness, but with the 
unleavened bread of sincerity and truth 

 
Therefore, let us observe the feast [of Passover] by not sinning, 
rather than by [ritual, which way of observance is now] 
antiquated [because] it does not deal with the leaven=sins of 
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depravity (malice) and plots=manipulations (wickedness), but 
with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth 

 
Therefore, let us observe the feast [of Passover] with the 
unleavened bread of sincerity and truth by not sinning, rather than 
by [ritual, which way of observance is now] antiquated [because] 
it does not deal with the leaven=sins of malice and wickedness 

 

 
1 Cor 5:8 - AT 
Therefore, let us observe the feast [of Passover by] clearly 
[declaring] the truth [about our] sin[ful motives and 
behavior], rather than by [a physical feast, which way of 
observance is now] antiquated, [because] it does not deal with 
the corrupt [thoughts] and manipulations [of the Carnal 
Mind], 
 

 

1 Cor 10:17 
17 For we being many are one bread, and one body: for we 

are all partakers of that one bread.  KJV 

 
 
Jn 6:48-51 

48 I am that bread of life. 
49 Your fathers did eat manna in the wilderness, and are 

dead. 
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50 This is the bread which cometh down from heaven, that 
a man may eat thereof, and not die. 

51 I am the living bread which came down from heaven: if 
any man eat of this bread, he shall live for ever: and the bread 
that I will give is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the 
world.  KJV 

 
 
 
Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  

 
Rom 11:16 AT 

16, Moreover, if [Jesus], the first [man] to sacrifice [Leviathan 
to] the Holy [One, sanctifies] the whole [earthen] mass of 
humanity, [and especially those who are destined to be bread for 
the nations], then, the root of the Holy [One] also [sanctifies] the 
branches that are broken off [because the branches that broke off 
fell into and were swallowed up by Adam=s earthen part], 

 

16, Moreover, if [Elijah],R the root of the Holy [One which is 
in Jesus], the first [man] to sacrifice [Leviathan to] the Holy 
[One, sanctifies] the whole [earthen] mass of humanity, then, 
[that same root] also [sanctifies] the branches that are broken 
off [because the branches that broke off fell into and were 
swallowed up by Adam=s earthen part], 

R Matt 17:3 
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PASTOR’S COMMENT: Elijah is the spiritual 
root of Jesus of Nazareth: 

 
 
WITNESS: 
 
Matt 11:14 

14 And if ye will receive it, this is Elias, which was for to 
come.  KJV 

 
 
Matt 16:14 

14 And they said, Some say that thou art John the Baptist: 
some, Elias; and others, Jeremias, or one of the prophets.  
KJV 

 
 
Matt 17:3 

3 And, behold, there appeared unto them Moses and Elias 
talking with him.  KJV 

 
 
Matt 17:10-12 

10 And his disciples asked him, saying, Why then say the 
scribes that Elias must first come? 

11 And Jesus answered and said unto them, Elias truly 
shall first come, and restore all things. 

12 But I say unto you, That Elias is come already, and they 
knew him not, but have done unto him whatsoever they listed. 
Likewise shall also the Son of man suffer of them.  KJV 
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Matt 27:46 

46 And about the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, 
saying, Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani? that is to say, My God, my 
God, why hast thou forsaken me?  KJV 

 
 
NT:2241 

NT:2241 h)li/ Eli (ay-lee') or Eloi (ay-lo'-ee); of 
Hebrew origin [OT:410 with pronominal suffix]; 
my God: 
KJV - Eli. 
 

(Biblesoft's New Exhaustive Strong's Numbers and Concordance 
with Expanded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary. Copyright 8 1994, 
2003, 2006 Biblesoft, Inc. and International Bible Translators, 
Inc.) 
 
 
NT:2982 

NT:2982 lama/ lema (leh-mah') or lama (lam-ah'); or 
lamma (lam-mah'); of Hebrew origin [OT:4100 
with prepositional prefix]; lama (i.e. why): 
KJV - lama. 
 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENT: Strong=s OT: 4100 
means Awhat. This is the word that the Kabbalists 
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use to indicate Elohim: What is this? It is the 
Hebrew word translated manna. 
 
Jesus was saying, my God, my God, Elohim. . . 

NT:4518 

NT:4518 sabaxqa/ni, sabaxqanei T Tr WH (see WH's 
Appendix, p. 155, and under the word ei), i)), 
sabakqani Lachmann (in Matt. only) (yn!Tq̂bv̂=, from 
the Chaldean qbv̂=), thou hast forsaken me: Matt 
27:46; Mark 15:34 (from Ps 21:2* (22:2 ), for the 
Hebrew yn!Tb̂=zû&, which is so rendered also by the 
Chaldee paraphrast). (See Kautzsch, Gram. d. 
Biblical-Aram. (Leipzig 1884), p. 11.)*    

 

(from Thayer's Greek Lexicon, PC Study Bible formatted 
Electronic Database. Copyright 8 2006 by Biblesoft, Inc. All 
rights reserved.) 
 
 
NT:4518 

NT:4518* sabaxqa/ni (also sabaxqanei/; Aram. yn]Tq̂=bv̂= 
instead of the Hebr. yn]T*b=z~u& Ps 22:2; fr. qbv̂=) you 
have forsaken me Matt 27:46; Mark 
15:34.CEKautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram. 
1884, 11; Dalman, Gramm.2 147 note 4; 156; 
221, Jesus 1922, 185f [Engl. tr. 204f]; DSidersky, 
RHR 103, =31, 151-54. On the accent see Wlh. on 
Mark 15:34.  

 

(from A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and other 
Early Christian Literature, Third Edition. Copyright 8 2000 by 
The University of Chicago. All rights reserved.) 
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PASTOR’S COMMENT: Please note that the 
Greek word sabachthani is a transliteration of a 
Chaldean (Aramaic) word which means forsaken. 
But the Hebrew equivalent of the Chaldean 
(Aramaic) word is Strong=s 5148, which means to 
lead, as it is used in Ps 22:2: 

 
 
Ps 23:2 

2 He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth 
me beside the still waters.  KJV 

 
 
OT:5148 

OT:5148 hj*n* nachah (naw-khaw'); a primitive root; 
to guide; by implication, to transport (into exile, or 
as colonists): 
KJV - bestow, bring, govern, guide, lead (forth), 
put, straiten. 

 

(Biblesoft's New Exhaustive Strong's Numbers and Concordance 
with Expanded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary. Copyright 8 1994, 
2003, 2006 Biblesoft, Inc. and International Bible Translators, 
Inc.) 
 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENT CONTINUED: so, 
we can say that Jesus was saying, my God, my 
God (I, Even I; Ayin, Ani; Binah, Malkhut).   
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We can also say that Jesus was saying, Elohim, the Name 

of God that communicates with mankind from the Sefirah, 
Binah, as well as the Sefirah, Malkhut . . . . 

 
. . . . LEAD ME to the world beyond, even Beriah, which is 

paradise. 

 
 
WITNESS:  
 

Lk 23:39-43 
39 And one of the malefactors which were hanged railed 

on him, saying, If thou be Christ, save thyself and us. 
40 But the other answering rebuked him, saying, Dost not 

thou fear God, seeing thou art in the same condemnation? 
41 And we indeed justly; for we receive the due reward of 

our deeds: but this man hath done nothing amiss. 
42 And he said unto Jesus, Lord, remember me when thou 

comest into thy kingdom. 
43 And Jesus said unto him, Verily I say unto thee, To day 

shalt thou be with me in paradise.  KJV 

 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENT: This spiritual day - 
because the man had a soul that recognized that 
Jesus was innocent.  He was a true incarnated 
Israelite who was satisfying the sowing and 
reaping judgment through torture. 
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So it is true that Jehovah requires blood for blood, 
but not of an innocent man. That would make 
Jehovah unrighteous. 
 
The righteous soul that was incarnated in a 
personality that sinned and was being tortured, 
rebuked the other malefactor who brought Jesus 
down to their level, the level of sinner - WHICH 
IS WHAT THE PROFESSING CHURCH IS 
DOING TODAY. 
 
Therefore, we must draw the conclusion that the 
professing church today is a manifestation of the 
malefactor that THAT DID NOT REPENT, and 
would not enter into paradise after physical death. 
 
The malefactor who recognized that Jesus was 
righteous would be in Paradise with Jesus after 
physical death BECAUSE HE HAD THE 
HEART OF GOD. 

 
 
Lk 18:10-14 

10 Two men went up into the temple to pray; the one a 
Pharisee, and the other a publican. 

11 The Pharisee stood and prayed thus with himself, God, 
I thank thee, that I am not as other men are, extortioners, 
unjust, adulterers, or even as this publican. 

12 I fast twice in the week, I give tithes of all that I possess. 
13 And the publican, standing afar off, would not lift up 

so much as his eyes unto heaven, but smote upon his breast, 
saying, God be merciful to me a sinner. 
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14 I tell you, this man went down to his house justified 
rather than the other: for every one that exalteth himself shall 
be abased; and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.  
KJV 

 
 
CONTINUING WITH . . . . 
 
Rom 11:16 AT 
Moreover, if [Elijah],R the root of the Holy [One which is in 
Jesus], the first [man] to sacrifice [Leviathan to] the Holy 
[One, sanctifies] the whole [earthen] mass of humanity, then, 
[Elijah, that same root] also [sanctifies] the branches that are 
broken off [because the branches that broke off fell into and 
were swallowed up by Adam=s earthen part], 

R Matt 17:3 
 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENT: The personality 
called Jesus of Nazareth was a garment that 
contained the souls of Elijah, Moses and the soul 
that was incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth.  

 
The three souls, Elijah, Moses and Jesus, are now 
collectively known as the Lord Jesus. 

 
If you are listening to this message, you should be 
familiar with the two Names of God that mediate 
between Israel and Adam Kadmon, the creator. 
Jehovah and Elohim. 
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Jehovah is the Name of God associated with the 
Sefirot Binah and Tiferet, and Elohim is the name 
of God associated with Binah and Malkhut. 

 
So we see that Binah can manifest harsh judgment 
through the left column, i.e., through Malkhut 
(which includes the influence of Gevurah), or 
sweetened judgment through Tiferet (the perfect 
balance between Chesed/kindness and 
Gevurah/judgment unto destruction). 

 

Heretofore, Jehovah=s righteous judgment has 
appeared through two different levels of Binah: 
harsh and sweetened.  

 
Jehovah, the name of God associated with Binah, 
is the God of Israel, indicating the mercy of God 
towards Israel through the Law of Ordinances: 

 
 
WITNESS: 

 

Eph 2:15 
15 Having abolished in his flesh the enmity, even the law 

of commandments contained in ordinances; for to make in 
himself of twain one new man, so making peace;  KJV 
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Col 2:14 
14 Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances that was 

against us, which was contrary to us, and took it out of the 
way, nailing it to his cross;  KJV 

 
 
Work-Up, Eph 2:15 
15, because is peace our who hath made both [Abel and Himself] 
one [new man] and [Cain] hedge (partition) between (middle-one 
of two words translated "middle wall") [Jehovah], wall [and us] 
has broken down the enmity in our (his) flesh 
 
15, Because [Christ Jesus], who is at peace [with Jehovah], has 
made one [new man of] both [Abel and Himself], and has broken 
down [Cain], the enmity in our (his) flesh who is the hedge 
between [Jehovah, the] wall [of salvation, and us] has 
 
15, Because [Jehovah, our] wall [of salvation], has broken down 
[Cain], the hedge that surrounds [Abel], which is the enmity in 
our flesh, [through Christ Jesus,] the new man who is at peace 
[with Jehovah] who is made from [Abel within Jesus of Nazareth 
and Elijah],  
 
15, Because [Christ Jesus,] the one new man who is at peace 
[with Jehovah], the wall [of salvation], who is made from [Abel 
and Elijah], has pierced through [Cain], the enmity in our flesh 
that surrounds [Abel] and hedges [him in]. 
 
Eph 2:15 – AT 
Because [Christ Jesus], the one new man made from [Abel 
and Elijah] who is at peace [with Jehovah], the wall [of 
salvation], has pierced through [Cain], the enmity in our flesh 
that surrounds [Abel] and hedges [him in]. 
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WITNESSES: 
 
1 Chron 16:35 

35 And say ye, Save us, O God of our salvation, and 
gather us together, and deliver us from the heathen, that we 
may give thanks to thy holy name, and glory in thy praise.  
KJV 

 
Zech 2:5 

5 For I, saith the LORD , will be unto her a wall of fire 
round about, and will be the glory in the midst of her.  KJV 

 
Hos 2:6 

6 Therefore, behold, I will hedge up thy way with 
thorns, and make a wall, that she shall not find her paths.  
KJV 

 
 
Work-Up - Col 2:14 
14, obliterating against us legal document (handwriting) civil law 
(ordinances) which was opposed we (to us) and self (it) took 
away (took) out; between/middle (way); nailed ourselves (it) 
upright (cross) 
 
 
WITNESS: 
 
NT:4716 

NT:4716 stauro/$ stauros (stow-ros'); from the 
base of NT:2476; a stake or post (as set upright), 
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i.e. (specifically) a pole or cross (as an instrument 
of capital punishment); figuratively, exposure to 
death, i.e. self-denial; by implication, the 
atonement of Christ: 
KJV - cross. 

(Biblesoft's New Exhaustive Strong's Numbers and Concordance 
with Expanded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary. Copyright 8 1994, 
2003, 2006 Biblesoft, Inc. and International Bible Translators, 
Inc.) 
 
 
14, Obliterating the civil law which legally opposed [Cain, our 
other] self, and took away [Cain, the hedge that stood] between 
[Abel and Jehovah], and nailed [Cain and Leviathan], our [other] 
selves to cross 
 
14, Obliterating the legalism of the civil law which opposes 
[Cain, the hedge that stands] between [Abel and Jehovah], and 
nails [Leviathan] to the cross [so that Abel can] send [Cain, our 
other] self, away [under Abel=s authority],  
 
Col 2:14 – AT 
[Having forgiven all your trespasses] And nailing [Leviathan 
horizontally] to [Christ, the one who] was set upright and sent 
[Cain, his other] self, away [under Abel=s authority, thus], 
abolishing the legalism of the civil law which opposes [Cain, 
the hedge that stands] between [Abel and Jehovah],  
 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENT: Today, however, 
there is another Name of God which 
communicates with Israel. It speaks from the 
Sefirah, Keter, which is Atik Yomin, the ancient 
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of days, and its attribute is neither harsh nor 
sweetened judgment.   

 
 

Rev 2:17 
17 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith 

unto the churches; To him that overcometh will I give to eat 
of the hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in 
the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth 
saving he that receiveth it.  KJV 

Rev 3:12 
12 Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple 

of my God, and he shall go no more out: and I will write upon 
him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, 
which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven 
from my God: and I will write upon him my new name.  KJV 

 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENT: . . . .which cometh 
down out of heaven from [Jehovah], my God, and 
Jesus, my new name. 
 
Just as Tiferet is the sweetened judgment of 
Binah, Jesus is the sweetened judgment of Tiferet. 
 
The Name Jehovah is the first grace, and the 
Name Jesus is the second grace: 
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WITNESS:  
 
Zech 4:7 

7 Who art thou, O great mountain? before Zerubbabel 
thou shalt become a plain: and he shall bring forth the 
headstone thereof with shoutings, crying, Grace, grace unto 
it.  KJV 

 
 
Jn 1:16-17 

16 And of his fulness have all we received, and grace for 
grace. 

17 For the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth 
came by Jesus Christ.  KJV 

 
 

Work-Up - Jn 1:17 
17, Because (for) the law by Moses was given ("but" not in 
Greek) grace and truth by Jesus Christ came 
 
17, Because the law by Moses was given grace, and truth by Jesus 
Christ came 
 
Jn 1:17 - AT 
Because the grace of the law was given by Moses, and the 
grace of truth CAME by Jesus Christ, 
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WITNESS: 
 
Rom 3:20 

20 Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh 
be justified in his sight: for by the law is the knowledge of 
sin.  KJV 

 
 
Jn 8:32 

32 And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make 
you free.  KJV 

 
 
 
CONTINUING WITH . . . . 
 
Atik=s attribute is ABSOLUTE MERCY - the compassion of God 
which manifests as the forgiveness of sins. 
 
Atik of the world of emanation is a Acopy@ of the seven lower 
Sefirot of the Malkhut of Adam Kadmon 
These Seven Sefirot are married to the Yesod of Adam Kadmon. 
 
Elijah is a personification of Adam Kadmon=s Yesod (sweetened 
judgment); Moses is a personification of Adam Kadmon=s 
Malchut (harsh judgment); and the Name Jesus is the 
personification of the fruit of their union, the first born of the 
Ahousehold of God,@ the Redeemers of mankind: 
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WITNESS 
 
Eph 2:19 

19 Now therefore ye are no more strangers and foreigners, 
but fellow citizens with the saints, and of the household of 
God;  KJV 

 
 

OT:1350 

OT:1350 laĜ* ga'al (gaw-al'); a primitive root, to 
redeem (according to the Oriental law of kinship), 
i.e. to be the next of kin (and as such to buy back 
a relative's property, marry his widow, etc.): 
KJV - X in any wise, X at all, avenger, deliver, (do, 
perform the part of near, next) kinsfolk (-man), 
purchase, ransom, redeem (-er), revenger. 

 

(Biblesoft's New Exhaustive Strong's Numbers and Concordance 
with Expanded Greek-Hebrew Dictionary. Copyright 8 1994, 
2003, 2006 Biblesoft, Inc. and International Bible Translators, 
Inc.) 
 
 
Neh 9:27 

27 Therefore thou deliveredst them into the hand of their 
enemies, who vexed them: and in the time of their trouble, 
when they cried unto thee, thou heardest them from heaven; 
and according to thy manifold mercies thou gavest them 
saviours, who saved them out of the hand of their enemies.  
KJV 
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Obad 21 

21 And saviours shall come up on mount Zion to judge 
the mount of Esau; and the kingdom shall be the LORD's.  
KJV 
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Verse 17 
 

Rom 11:17 
17 And if some of the branches be broken off, and thou, 

being a wild olive tree, wert graffed in among them, and with 
them partakest of the root and fatness of the olive tree;  KJV 

 
 
Work Up 
17, Also, if some of the branches are broken off and your (you) 
[Tree], a substitute olive tree (wild olive tree) being grafted it in 
amongst yourselves (then) and become co-participants 
(partakest-4791) of the root and oilness (fatness) of the Olive tree 
("with them" not in the Greek) come into being (partakest-1096) 

 

17, Also, if some of the branches are broken off and your [Tree], 
a substitute olive being grafted it in amongst yourselves and 
become co-participants of the root and oilness of the Olive tree 
come into being 

 

 

Rom 11:17 AT 
Also, if some of the branches of your [olive tree] were broken 
off, and [the branches of] a wild olive tree were grafted in 
amongst yourselves, and [the branches of both olive trees] 
became co-partakers of the root and oiliness of the olive tree 
that came into existence [in the Garden of Eden], 
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Updated in Part 3 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  

 
Rom 11:17 AT 
Also, if some of your branches are broken off, and [the 
branches of] a wild olive tree are grafted in amongst 
yourselves, and [both the wild and the cultivated branches] 
become co-partakers of the root and oiliness of the olive tree 
that came into existence [in Beriah, where the Garden of 
Eden is], 

 
 
 

Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS 
 
Rom 11:17 AT  
Also, if some of your branches are broken off, and [the 
branches of] a wild olive tree are grafted in amongst 
yourselves, and [both the wild and the cultivated branches] 
become co-partakers of [Elijah], the root and [Jesus, the 
fruit]/oiliness of the olive tree that came into existence [in 
Beriah, where the Garden of Eden is], 
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Verse 18 
 

Rom 11:18 
18 Boast not against the branches. But if thou boast, thou 

bearest not the root, but the root thee.  KJV 
 
 

Work Up 
18, the branches that are broken off should not exalt themselves 
against [the branches that were grafted in], but, if [you are so 
inclined, before] you exalt yourselves (boast) [you should 
remember that] you do not uphold the root, but, [on the contrary], 
the root sustains your [existence in this world] 

 
18, the branches that are broken off should not exalt themselves 
against [the branches that were grafted in], but, if [you are so 
inclined, before] you exalt yourselves (boast) [you should 
remember that] you do not uphold the root, but, [on the contrary], 
the root sustains your [existence in this world] 

 

 

Rom 11:18 AT 
The branches that are broken off should not exalt themselves 
against [the branches that were grafted in], but, if [you are so 
inclined] to exalt yourselves, [you should remember that] 
you, [the branches], do not support the root [of the Tree of 
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Life], but, [on the contrary], the root [of The Tree Life] 
sustains your [existence in this world], 
 

Updated in Part 3 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:18 AT 
Then, the branches that are broken off should not exalt 
themselves against [the branches that were grafted in]; but, 
if [you are so inclined] to exalt yourselves, [you should 
remember that] you, [the branches], do not support the root 
[of the worlds below it], but, [on the contrary], the root [that 
formed the worlds] is the source of your [existence]. 

 
 
 

Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 
Rom 11:18 AT  
Then, the branches that are broken off should not exalt 
themselves against [the branches which are to be grafted in]; 
but, if [they are so inclined] to exalt themselves, [they should 
remember that the branches] do not support the root [of the 
worlds below it], but, [on the contrary], the root [that formed 
the worlds] is the source of their [existence]. 
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Verse 19 
 

Rom 11:19 
19 Thou wilt say then, The branches were broken off, that 

I might be graffed in.  KJV 
 

 

Work-Up 
19, it appears (2064-not translated), then, [that] the branches 
were broken off so that I might be grafted in 

 

 
PASTOR’S COMMENTS: This translation 
makes no sense whatsoever, unless we apply the 
revelation that we spoke about in our discussion 
of verse 13. 

 
Paul was saying in verse 19 that it appears that the 
branches were broken off so that Ani, the little I 
(Malchut) of Israel could be grafted in 
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Witness:  
 

Matt 16:18 
18 And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon 

this rock I will build my church; and the gates of hell shall 
not prevail against it.  KJV 

 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENTS: Jesus is saying to 
Peter, I am the Rock that my church will be built 
upon, you are the pebble (one of the stones in the 
temple) 

 
 
1 Pet 2:5 

5 Ye also, as lively [living] stones, are built up a spiritual 
house, an holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices, 
acceptable to God by Jesus Christ.  KJV 

 
 

19, It appears, then, [that] the branches were broken off so that I 
might be grafted in 

 

 

Rom 11:19 AT 
It appears, then, [that] the branches were broken off so that 
Adonai might be grafted [to the Gentiles], 
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Updated in Part 3 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:19 AT 
19, So, the branches that are broken off will appear again 
because I AM  will graft them in. 

 
 
 

Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 
Rom 11:19 AT  
So, the branches that are broken off will appear again 
because I AM will [rescue them from their earthen grave 
and] graft them in. 
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Verse 20 
 

Rom 11:20 
20 Well; because of unbelief they were broken off, and 

thou standest by faith. Be not highminded, but fear:  KJV 
 
 

Work-Up 
20, honestly (well) ("because of" not in Greek) 
faithlessness/disbelief (unbelief) they were broken off but you by 
moral conviction of truth (faith) are standing not highly esteemed 
(Not translated-high-minded-5308); high-minded + to exercise 
the mind/to be mentally disposed in a certain direction (high-
minded = 2 Greek words: 5308, 5426) but revere/awe of [God] 
(fear) 

 

 
PASTOR’S COMMENTS: the Greek word 
translated high-minded appears twice in the 
Interlinear text, but is only translated once. 

 

The first time that it appears, Strong=s number by 
5308 is linked to it, which means lofty, highly 
esteemed. 
 

The second time it appears, to Strong=s numbers 
are linked to it, 5308 and 5426. Strong=s number 
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5426 means to exercise the mind, to be negatively 
disposed in a certain direction. 

 

 
20, honestly faithlessness/disbelief they were broken off but you 
by moral conviction of truth are standing not highly esteemed 
high-minded exercising the mind/to be mentally disposed in a 
certain direction but revere/awe of [God] 

 

 

Rom 11:20 AT 
But, honestly, they were broken off [because] they did not 
believe [the truth about their sin nature, and] they did not 
highly esteem the mind [of God]; but you are standing 
[because] you exercise the high mind [of God, which] disposes 
you to revere and to be in awe of [God, and His] moral 
conviction of the truth [about your sin nature],  
 
 
 

Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:20 

But, honestly, [the branches] were broken off [because] they 
did not believe [the truth about their sin nature, and] they did 
not highly esteem the mind [of God which reveals that truth]; 
but you are standing [because] you exercise the high mind [of 
God, which] disposes you to revere and to be in awe of [God, 
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and His] moral conviction of the truth [about your sin 
nature], 
 
 
 

Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  

 
Rom 11:20  
 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENT: Remember the thief 
on the cross. 
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Verse 21 
 

Rom 11:21 
21 For if God spared not the natural branches, take heed 

lest he also spare not thee.  KJV 
 
 

Work-Up 
21, Because if God the cast down + nature (natural = 2 words: 
2596, 5449) branches not lenient (spared) ("take heed" not in the 
Greek) last also not you he will be lenient with (spare) 

 
21, Because if God the cast down nature branches not lenient lest 
also not you he will be lenient with 

 

 

Rom 11:21 AT 
Because if God was not lenient with the branches [who] cast 
down [their fallen nature by keeping the Law], neither will 
He be lenient with you, [who have cast down your fallen 
nature, by faith], 
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Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:21 
Because, if God was not lenient with the branches [who] cast 
down [their fallen nature by keeping the Law], neither would 
He be lenient with you, [if you were standing for any reason 
other than, by faith]. 

 
 
 

Updated in Part 3 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:21 AT 
So, if God was not lenient with the branches [who] cast down 
[their fallen nature by keeping the Law], neither will He be 
lenient with you, [if you were standing for any reason other 
than, by faith]. 

 
 
Witness: 
 
Rev 4:10-11 

10 The four and twenty elders fall down before him that sat 
on the throne, and worship him that liveth for ever and ever, 
and cast their crowns before the throne, saying, 
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11 Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honour and 
power: for thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure 
they are and were created.  KJV 

 
 
 

Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 
Rom 11:21  
21, So, if God was not lenient with the branches [who] cast 
down [their fallen nature by keeping the Law], neither will 
He be lenient with you, [if you are standing for any reason 
other than faith in Jesus Christ]. 
 
 
WITNESS: 
 
Rev 4:10-11 

10 The four and twenty elders fall down before him that sat 
on the throne, and worship him that liveth for ever and ever, 
and cast their crowns before the throne, saying, 

11 Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory and honour and 
power: for thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure 
they are and were created.  KJV 
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Verse 22 
 

Rom 11:22 
22 Behold therefore the goodness and severity of God: on 

them which fell, severity; but toward thee, goodness, if thou 
continue in his goodness: otherwise thou also shalt be cut off.  
KJV 

 
 

Work-Up 
22, you should know (behold) therefore the moral 
excellence/kindness (goodness) and severity of God towards (on) 
them which descended (fell-4098) [from the mind of God]; 
severity towards [those who did not believe [the truth about their 
sin nature, and did not highly esteem the mind of God], but you 
[will receive] the kindness of God ("God" not translated), if you 
continue [to seek] His moral excellence (goodness), or you will 
be cut off also 

 
22, you should know therefore the moral excellence/kindness and 
severity of God towards them which descended [from the mind 
of God]; severity towards [those who did not believe the truth 
about their sin nature, and did not highly esteem the mind [of 
God], but you [will receive] the kindness of God, if you continue 
[to seek] His moral excellence, or you will be cut off also, 
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Rom 11:22 AT 
You should know, therefore, [about] the kindness and the 
severity of God, [whose] severity towards them which 
descended [from the mind of God because they did not 
believe the truth about their sin nature, and did not highly 
esteem the mind of God], but the kindness of God towards 
[those  who exercise the high mind of God, which disposes 
you to revere and to be in awe of God, and His moral 
conviction of the truth about your sin nature], if you continue 
[to abide] in His morally excellent mind, or you will be cut off 
also, 
 
 
 

Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:22 
You should know, therefore, [about] the kindness and the 
severity of God: [His] severity towards them which 
descended [from the mind of God because they did not 
believe the truth about their sin nature, and did not highly 
esteem the mind of God which revealed that truth], but the 
kindness of God towards [those  who exercise the high mind 
of God, which disposes you to revere and to be in awe of God 
and His moral conviction of the truth about your sin nature], 
if you continue [to abide] in His morally excellent mind, or 
you will be cut off also, 
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Verse 23 
 

Rom 11:23 
23 And they also, if they abide not still in unbelief, shall 

be graffed in: for God is able to graff them in again.  KJV 
 
 

Work-Up 
23, And they also ("still" not in the Greek) unless (if not) they 
continue (abide) in unbelief shall be grafted in because God is 
able to graft them in again 

 

 

Rom 11:23 AT 
And they also shall be grafted in [again], unless they continue 
to [not believe the truth about their sin nature, and disesteem 
the mind [of God which reveals that truth], because God is 
able to graft them in again, 
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Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 

Rom 11:23 
And [the branches that were cut off] will be grafted in [again] 
also, unless they continue to [deny the truth about their sin 
nature and disesteem the mind [of God which reveals that 
truth], because God is able to graft them in again, 
 
 
 
Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 
Rom 11:23  
23, So, [the Gentiles] will be grafted in also, unless they continue 
to [deny the truth about their sin nature and disesteem the mind 
[of God which reveals that truth], because God is able to graft 
them in again, 

 

 

Rom 11:23 - AT  
So, [the Israelites] who continue in disbelief will be grafted in 
also, unless they continue to [deny the truth about their sin 
nature and disesteem the mind of God which reveals that 
truth], because God is able to graft them in again, 
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Verse 24 
 

Rom 11:24 
24 For if thou wert cut out of the olive tree which is wild 

by nature, and wert graffed contrary to nature into a good 
olive tree: how much more shall these, which be the natural 
branches, be graffed into their own olive tree?  KJV 

 
 

Work-Up 
24, Because, if you were out of the fallen (by=cast down) nature 
cut uncultivated olive tree and contrary to nature were grafted 
into a cultivated olive tree, how much more these which ("be the" 
not in Greek) cast down nature ("natural"= 2 words-2596+5449) 
branches shall be grafted into their own olive tree? 

 
24, Because, if you were out of the fallen nature cut uncultivated 
olive tree and contrary to nature were grafted into a cultivated 
olive tree, how much more these which cast down nature 
branches shall be grafted into their own olive tree? 

 

 

Rom 11:24 AT 
Because, if you who were cut out of [Abraham, who had] the 
fallen nature of an uncultivated olive tree and, contrary to 
nature, was grafted into a cultivated olive tree, how much 
more [should] these branches [whose sin] nature was cast 
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down [by the Law, hope] to be grafted into their own olive 
tree? 
 
 
 

Updated in Part 3 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  

 
Rom 11:24 AT 
Because, if you who were cut out of the nature of an 
uncultivated olive tree and, contrary to nature, was grafted 
into a cultivated olive tree, how much more [should] these 
branches [whose sin] nature was cast down [by the Law, 
hope] to be grafted into their own olive tree? 
 
 

PASTOR’S COMMENT: This is the third verse 
that sounds like Paul is talking to Gentiles, but 
Paul is saying that the Jews he is talking to are not 
the original Jews;  the Gentiles, but Paul is saying 
that the Jews he is talking to are not the original 
Jews; and if they were grafted in, how much more 
would the lost tribes of Israel who were at Mt. 
Sinai be grafted in. 
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Verse 25 
 

Rom 11:25 
25 For I would not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of 

this mystery, lest ye should be wise in your own conceits; that 
blindness in part is happened to Israel, until the fulness of the 
Gentiles be come in.  KJV 

 

 

Work-Up 
25, For I would not that you should be in denial (ignorant=to 
ignore through disinclination) brethren of this mystery, so that 
you should not be in your own ("conceits" not in the Greek) 
[mind] wise; because (that) calousness/hardness of heart 
(blindness) of (in- usually denotes separation) portion/side (part) 
is (is happened)  

 

 
PASTOR’S COMMENTS: Not partially blind 
or partial blindness is happened to Israel, but a 
part of Israel has been blinded. 
 

 
until the end - time or place(until); [of the transgression]; satisfy 
(fulness) multitude-translated both Jew and non-Jew in NT 
(Gentiles)) enter in (be come in) 
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25, For I would not that you should be in denial (ignorant=to 
ignore through disinclination) brethren of this mystery, so that 
you should not be in your own ("conceits" not in the Greek) 
[mind] wise; because (that) calousness/hardness of heart 
(blindness) of (in- usually denotes separation) portion/side (part) 
is (is happened)  
until the end - time or place(until); satisfy (fulness) multitude-
translated both Jew and non-Jew (Gentiles)) in NT enter in (be 
come in) 

 

Rom 11:25 AT 
And this is why I don=t want you to be in denial of this mystery, 
brethren, [that] the hearts of the side of Israel [that is still under 
the Law], were blinded because [they were not convicted by the 
moral excellence of the mind of God, but chose to believe] the 
wisdom of their own [mind; nevertheless], they shall be satisfied 
in the end time [also, when Christ Jesus] enters into the multitude. 

 

 

Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  
 
Rom 11:25  
And this is why I don=t want you to be in denial of this 
mystery, brethren, [that] the hearts of the [female] side of 
Israel [who are still under the Law] were blinded because 
[they were not convicted by the moral excellence of the mind 
of God, but, rather, chose to believe] the wisdom of their own 
[mind; nevertheless], they shall be satisfied in the end time 
[also, when the man, Christ Jesus], enters into the multitude, 
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Verse 26 
 

Rom 11:26 
26 And so all Israel shall be saved: as it is written, There 

shall come out of Sion the Deliverer, and shall turn away 
ungodliness from Jacob:  KJV 

 
 

Work-Up 
26, And this is how all Israel shall be saved according to the way 
it is written [in prophecy], a Deliverer  shall come out of Zion, 
[who] will turn Jacob away from [the wisdom of their own mind 
and from disesteeming the mind of God which reveals the truth 
about his sin nature] (ungodliness=impiety). 

 

 

pi⋅e⋅ty 
 
1. 

 
reverence for God or devout fulfillment of religious 
obligations: a prayer full of piety.  

 
2. 

 
the quality or state of being pious: saintly piety. 

 
 
Rom 11:26 AT 

And this is how all Israel shall be saved according to the way it 
is written [in prophecy]: A Deliverer shall come out of Zion, 
[who] will turn Jacob away from [the wisdom of his own mind, 
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and from disesteeming the mind of God which reveals the truth 
about his sin nature]. 

 

 
 

Updated in Part 2 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS  

 
Rom 11:26 
And this is how all Israel shall be saved according to the way 
it is written [in prophecy]: A Deliverer shall come out of Zion, 
[and] He shall turn Jacob away from [the wisdom of his own 
mind, and from disesteeming the mind of God which reveals 
the truth about his sin nature]. 

 

 

 

Updated in Part 4 of Message #627.ISRAEL & THE 
NATIONS 
 
Rom 11:26  
And this is how all Israel shall be saved according to the way 
it is written [in prophecy]: A Deliverer shall come out of Zion, 
[and] He shall turn Jacob away from [the wisdom of his own 
mind, and from disesteeming the mind of God which reveals 
the truth about his sin nature]. 
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PASTOR’S COMMENT: The natural 
descendants of Jacob who have the mind of God 
shall be saved; they shall rule over Esau (who is 
to lose his spiritual power to Jacob, and be joined 
to Jacob in the right moral order), and Israel, 
Ishmael, and the nations are to be governed by 
Judah. 

 
Natural Jews who do not have the mind of God 
will be dealt with as Gentiles. 

 
In Christ Jesus, it is possible to convert to 
Judaism.  When any member of the above-named 
nations receive the higher mind of God, they 
receive a Jewish soul. 

 

The Jews are not to be converted to Christianity.  

 
Christianity is the reception area for Gentiles who 
desire to follow Jesus anywhere - which is to 
become Jewish - like he was. 

 
Christians are Gentiles who have begun the 
process of being converted to Judaism - but not 
Judaism under the law. 

 
Jews and Christians alike are to be delivered from 
the bondage of the law into the liberty that we 
receive when Christ Jesus, our righteousness, 
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dwells in us, and rules over the earthen part of our 
world and the spiritual nations that dwell therein. 

 
The Church has it backwards, just like Esau and 
Cain have it backwards. 

 
The reason for European and Arabic anti-
semitism is a conscious or unconscious 
knowledge that the rulers of the Universe will 
arise out of Judah. 

 

 

WITNESSES: 
 

Matt 2:6 
6 And thou Bethlehem, in the land of Juda, art not the least 

among the princes of Juda: for out of thee shall come a 
Governor, that shall rule my people Israel.  KJV 

 
 
Matt 2:16 

16 Then Herod, when he saw that he was mocked of the wise 
men, was exceeding wroth, and sent forth, and slew all the 
children that were in Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof, 
from two years old and under, according to the time which he 
had diligently inquired of the wise men.  KJV 
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Matt 2:13 
13 And when they were departed, behold, the angel of the 

Lord appeareth to Joseph in a dream, saying, Arise, and take 
the young child and his mother, and flee into Egypt, and be 
thou there until I bring thee word: for Herod will seek the 
young child to destroy him.  KJV 

 
 
Rev 11:15 

15 And the seventh angel sounded; and there were great 
voices in heaven, saying, The kingdoms of this world are 
become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ; and 
he shall reign for ever and ever.  KJV 
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into a fascinating and unparalleled course of study that she calls, 
Christ-Centered Kabbalah. Christ-Centered Kabbalah is based 
upon her original research in the Hebrew text of the Torah, the 
foundational books of Philosophical Kabbalah, such as The 
Zohar, and the Greek text of The New Testament. She was 
teaching The Doctrine of Christ with Lurian Kabbalah for at least 
one year when, in 2001, the Lord Jesus Christ divided the 
ministries and established Christ-Centered Kabbalah. 

She has also been studying the authentic Jewish Kabbalah of 
several Rabbinic scholars, including Moses Nachmanides 
(Ramban), Moses Cordovero (Ramak) and Isaac Luria (The Ari) 
since the year 2000. She has read many of the English 
translations of their writings, including Ramban’s The Gate of 
Reward, Ramak’s Pardes Rimonim (Orchard of Pomegranates), 
and The teachings of the Ari, as written by his student, Chayyim 
Vital, in The Tree of Life: The Palace of Adam Kadmon, and The 
Gate of Reincarnations. 

Sheila Vitale received the call to study kosher Jewish 
Kabbalah in August of the year 2000 while evangelizing in 
Greenville, South Carolina. At that time, the Spirit of God 
directed her to read and study the teachings of Rabbi Luria, as 
written by his student, Chayyim Vital, in The Tree of Life: The 
Palace of Adam Kadmon. She could not understand it, but 
continued to read anyway. Shortly thereafter, she saw an angel 
enter into her, and the eyes of her understanding began to open. 
Pastor Vitale attributes her ability to understand and teach 
authentic Jewish Kabbalah and Christ-Centered Kabbalah, 
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which she believes is beyond the grasp of the human mind, to the 
Lord Jesus Christ. 

She often cautions her students about the dangers of Qabalah 
that is not kosher. She asks everyone who would like to know 
more about her to please note that all Kabbalah is not kosher 
(authentic). Pastor Vitale teaches authentic Kabbalah, which 
glorifies God, and she shuns the occult Qabalah of personal 
power, which, all too frequently, is used to control unsuspecting 
persons, acquire wealth by spiritual power, or punish one’s 
enemies. 

She continues today to manage Christ-Centered Kabbalah 
and to write and teach about authentic Kabbalah and Christ-
Centered Kabbalah. 

BEGINNINGS, INSPIRATION  
AND CALLING 

Sheila Vitale was born into a Jewish family, and began her 
spiritual journey as a child when her mother enrolled her as a 
student in an Orthodox Hebrew school. She also attended 
synagogue on Shabbat during that time, where she experienced 
the Spirit of God for the first time. Such a deep longing for God 
was stirred up in her that she wept. She was touched so 
profoundly that she became desperate to attend yeshiva (Jewish 
high school) but her parents could not afford to send her. 

She became very ill around the age of 11, and has battled 
with chronic illness ever since. (Her most recent struggle against 
premature death came in 1990, when she spent three months in 
the hospital.) Her illnesses led her to cry out to God, seeking a 
deeper understanding of what was happening to her. 

Much later, as an adult, after years of searching, she, once 
again, experienced the Spirit that had brought her to tears, but 
this time it was in Gospel Revivals Ministries, a Pentecostal 
church where Deliverance Ministry was emphasized. She had 
desired a deeper understanding of Scripture since her early years, 
so she began to attend church regularly. She read at least one 
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Chapter of the Bible every day, but did not understand what she 
was reading. Scripture was difficult for her, and she struggled 
with the task. After about six months, however, while reading the 
Bible, she saw a vision of the angel with the little book described 
in Chapter 10 of the Book of Revelation, Verse 8. She began to 
understand the Bible after that, but several more years had to pass 
before she began to receive Revelation knowledge of the 
Scripture. 

Sheila Vitale studied the Bible and Deliverance Ministry for 
about seven years under the teaching of Charles Holzhauser, the 
Pastor of Gospel Revivals Ministries, in Mount Sinai, NY. 
Sometimes she attended as many as five teaching services each 
week, as well as studying for endless hours to gain key insight 
into her faith. She also edited Pastor Holzhauser’s books during 
that time. After that, she studied independently under the 
influence and direction of the Holy Spirit, before founding Living 
Epistles Ministries (LEM). 

She began to learn authentic Lurian Kabbalah in October of 
2000 and to teach it in 2001. After that, in November of 2002, 
she began to teach Kabbalah creatively. Thus, after serving 12 
years with LEM, she undertook a second mission and founded 
Christ-Centered Kabbalah, which emerged as a vehicle for the 
publishing and distribution of her unique brand of Kabbalah. 

WRITINGS AND WORK TODAY 

Sheila Vitale’s signature work is the three volumes of The 
Alternate Translation Bible: The Alternate Translation Of The 
Old Testament, The Alternate Translation of the New Testament 
and The Alternate Translation of the Book of Revelation. The 
Alternate Translation Bible is an esoteric translation of the 
Scripture, and is not intended to replace traditional translations. 
The Book of Revelation and several other books that Pastor Vitale 
has written have been translated into Spanish. 

She is currently submitting CCK books for retail sale 
through Barnes & Noble. Paperback and digital versions of the 
books are also available at Amazon.com and the official CCK 

https://www.amazon.com/Alternate-Translation-Testament-Sheila-Vitale/dp/0692437347
https://www.amazon.com/Alternate-Translation-Testament-Sheila-Vitale/dp/0692437347
https://www.amazon.com/Alternate-Translation-New-Testament-3/dp/069230973X
https://www.amazon.com/Alternate-Translation-Revelation-Jesus-Christ/dp/0692251863
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website. She also has an Author's website which displays all of 
her books, as well as several photographs of her and a short bio. 
She also writes for the Blog on the CCK website, where a detailed 
review of radio talk show host, Alex Jones’, interview of Louis 
Farrakhan is posted. She has also delivered hundreds of 
messages, many of which have been transcribed and may be 
viewed free of charge on the Christ-Centered Kabbalah website. 

She also continues to publish and make a wide range of 
Biblical translations and educational materials available for free 
on the CCK official website, as well as providing free video 
lectures to the public through the Christ-Centered Kabbalah 
YouTube channel. She also has another YouTube channel called 
Short Clip by Sheila R. Vitale, where she posts short, focused 
messages which average 15 minutes each. 

PASTOR VITALE TODAY 

Sheila Vitale serves a range of ecclesiastical, educational, 
and administrative functions from her headquarters in Port 
Jefferson Station, New York. Operating in the Offices of 
Evangelist, Prophet, Teacher of Apostolic Doctrine and Pastor, 
she continues delivering her powerful messages on a range of 
topics, from movie reviews and social commentaries to esoteric 
interpretations of the Scripture, Torah, Messiah, Noah, 
Judgment, Science, Ascension, Immortality and Reincarnation 
and Pagan & Judeo-Christian Spiritual Roots. 

She has dedicated her life to studying and teaching Judeo-
Christian spiritual principles, and continues to focus daily on 
studying, teaching and writing. In February of 2016, she joined 
other CCK teachers to dedicate a new CCK Building in Gray 
Court, South Carolina. 

She is also a philanthropic individual who supports 
numerous charitable organizations, including Feed the Children, 
Judicial Watch, World Vision, Lighthouse Mission, and The 
International Fellowship of Christians and Jews. She also helps 
local groups such as the Terryville Fire Department. In her spare 
time, Pastor Vitale enjoys watching movies, attending plays and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Www.amazon.com/Sheila-Vitale/e/B00LBNTP8S&action=edit&redlink=1
https://www.christ-centeredkabbalah.org/
https://www.christ-centeredkabbalah.org/
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partaking of cuisines from different cultures. An avid traveler, 
she has visited numerous countries in Europe and Africa as well 
as many cities in the United States. 
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